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Engineers
fight for a
stronger
Sudan

Competition
promotes
maniacal
recycling
By Brittany Ramchandani

By Dane Cummaro

USD has been tossing out bottles
and cans in pursuit of a national
victory. For eight weeks, USD will
be pitted against other colleges and
universities around the country in
an effort to be more sustainable.
The competition is hosted by the
RecycleMania organization, and USD
has been an active participant since
2008, placing in the top 10 every year.
USD is a member of the California
Resource
Recovery Association,
the Nation Recycling Coalition
technical council and the College
and University Recycling Council.
Joining the RecycleMania tournament
in 2008 was a continuation of the
university's commitment to recycling.
RecycleMania
focuses
on
colleges and universities because
campus communities become small
cities that consume large amounts of
resources and produce high amounts
of waste. The tournament offers
schools the tools and resources to
develop efficient recycling programs
and participate in a fun and friendly
way.
The tournament is a project of
the College and University Recycling
Council, and is managed by Keep
America Beautiful, a volunteerrun organization that promotes
community action and education. It
is also in accordance with the United
States
Environmental
Protection
Agency's WasteWise program.
The
RecycleMania
program
started in 2001, when Miami
University, Ohio, and Ohio University
competed against each other. Since

healthy life choices.
River Huston, award-winning
poet, journalist, performer, activist
and college speaker, has performed
at dozens of top-name universities
across the country.
Tm not here to offend anyone,"
Huston said in the beginning of her

The small village of Theou,
Sudan, has found hope from an
unexpected source. Despite an 8,500
mile gap, four engineers from USD
will work to provide electricity for
Theou.
Seniors Enrique Rayon, Mou
Riiny, Michael Rios and Emmett Perl
formed a team dedicated to creating a
clean, alternative energy solution for
a community that has never known
such a luxury.
Their project is titled Engineering
a Brighter Sudan, and it is centered
on power generation for a Theou
primary school. The system will be
used to power indoor lights for 10
classrooms, outdoor lights for a field
and 10 laptops.
"We are planning on incorporating
a battery-charging station which will
allow villagers to bring electricity
into their own homes," Perl said. "In
addition, we will provide a lighting
field so that the villagers can access
all of their electricity needs, ranging
from recharging cell phones to general
lighting and powering laptops."
How did the four students decide
upon Sudan? The answer involves a
profound and personal story.
During the second Sudanese Civil
War in the mid-1980s, thousands
of young boys were separated from
their families and driven out of their
villages by government forces. The
boys trudged for hundreds of miles
before reaching relative safety in
Ethiopia and Kenya. This group
became famously known as The Lost
Boys of Sudan.
One of the youngest members
was Riiny, a USD senior engineer.
The civil war pitted the Muslimdominated government of Northern
Sudan against the Christian and animist
South. In 1994, the government militia
attacked and burned Riiny's village
to the ground without warning. He
escaped with two of his cousins, later
joining thousands of other young boys
who were frantically trying to avoid
persecution. For over three months,
they walked toward the Kenyan
border, where they eventually found
help from the United Nations.
In 1999, Riiny was informed that
he was on the list to be relocated to
the United States. He was moved to a
wealthy suburb in Winchester, Mass.,
where he attended middle school and
high school, and then decided to attend
USD to study electrical engineering.
When Riiny returned to his

See SEX, Page 3
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Comedian, AIDS activist and college speaker River Huston related her experiences with sex, substance abuse and sensible life choices in
the UC Forums on the evening of March 2.

then, the competition has rapidly

expanded as more and more schools
get involved. Seventeen schools
entered the competition in 2004, by
2007, the total number reached 201,
and that number doubled by 2008.
RecycleMania has gained momentum
and recognition around the country
because college campuses are eager
to get involved.
"RecycleMania is a great way to
educate the university about the dos
and don'ts of everyday recycling,"
Director of Sustainability Michael
Catanzaro said. "The contest also
highlights the efforts of our facilities'
staff and the entire university's
commitment to sustainability."
This year, there are a total of 630
colleges competing nationwide, which
equates to nearly 6 million students
and 1.5 million faculty and staff.
The recycling competition enables
schools across the country to interact
with each other in an avenue beyond
just sports. Catanzaro explained that
it is an exciting opportunity for rival
schools to go head-to-head in a race
to reduce, reuse and recycle.
The competition is two months
long, beginning Feb. 6 and ending
April 2. There was also a two week
"preseason" period that allowed
schools and the RecycleMania
organization to practice reporting
their recycling data. Schools reported
their recycling and waste totals on a
weekly basis.
Each school eligible to compete
is required to have an official contact
person who reports the weights of
recycling materials and performs
all other administrative duties.
RecycleMania then tallies the weekly
statistics for each school and ranks
them accordingly. The competitive
categories include the largest amount
of recyclables per capita, the largest
amount of total recyclables, the
least amount of trash per capita and
the highest recycling rate. USD is
currently enrolled in the Competitive
Division, and has a full-time campus
population of 9,538 students, faculty
and staff.
At USD, recycling is collected
three times per week. "We operate a

See MANIA, Page 3
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The Choices Matter Campaign hosted a speaker event on March 2 in order to facilitate conversations about sex and smart life choices.

Let's talk about sex, sensibly
By Rachel Horgan
More than 100 jaws dropped
in the UC Forums as speaker River
Huston discussed the link between sex
and sensibility in a shockingly frank
manner. The event was part of the
Choices Matter campaign Sponsored
by many campus departments and

organizations, including the Center
for Health and Wellness Promotion,
the Counseling Center, the United
Front Multicultural Center, University
Ministry, the Office of the Dean of
Students, the Women's Center and
the Health Center. It was presented
last Wednesday, March 2, in order to
educate and facilitate a conversation
among college students about sex and

Kappa Kappa Gamma preparing to "save the ta-tas v
By Kristen Gehring
"I heart boobies," "save the
hooters" and "save second base" are
catch phrases USD students may be
hearing around campus in the next
few weeks. Kappa Kappa Gamma
is partnering with the Susan G.
Komen Institute and Scripps Breast
Care Research Center to present
their annual Breastival fundraiser
on Tuesday, March 29, during dead
hours in front of the UC.
The Breastival will feature a
performance by a USD dance group
named America's Breast Dance Krew,
followed by a dance competition much
like the hit MTV show, "America's
Best Dance Crew," in Shiley Theater
at 6:30 p.m. True to "ABDC" form,
several small groups of dancers will
compete for a grand prize of $200.
Events available for guest
participation will include carnival
games like Guess a Cup Size
and Nipple Ring Toss, as well as
informational breast cancer booths.

"I still have my 'I heart boobies'
bracelet from the last Breastival I
attended," senior Danny Papilion
said. "It's a great cause and a fun way
to spend dead hours."
Admission to the Breastival
is free and open to the public, but
tickets to the dance competition are
$5. Guests may also purchase raffle
tickets at $1 apiece for a chance to
win prizes like Los Angeles Clippers
tickets and autographed San Diego
Chargers items. All proceeds from the
benefit will be donated to the Scripps
Breast Care Research Center in La
Jolla.
Every
chapter
of
KKG
nationwide supports three specific
philanthropic
causes,
including
The Kappa Foundation, Reading is
Fundamental and a local philanthropy
of the chapter's choice. The USD
chapter chose to support breast cancer
awareness as their local philanthropy
and created the annual Breastival
fundraiser in their efforts to support
the cause.
Philanthropy
chair
Amanda
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Wacky weather upsets academics

Muslim racism on our doorsteps

High winds, heavy rainfall, sub-freezing
temperatures and hail have plagued San
Diegans for the last month.
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Recent protests against an Islamic charity
event call for an anti-racist campaign
against Muslim-Americans.
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Mathies said KKG first
started the Breastival as a
fun and entertaining way
to raise funds for breast
cancer research. In an effort
to garner more participation
from the USD community,
the chapter introduced the
America's Breast Dance
Krew competition in 2009.
"America's
Breast
Dance Krew was my
favorite last year," senior
and KKG member Olivia
Uhart said, "because it was
entertaining to see different
dances and I had a lot of
fun being a part of it. It's
also really special because
breast cancer affects almost
everyone in some way, so
a lot of different people
come together at Breastival
and Breast Dance Krew to
support it."
At
last
year's

See KKG, Page 3
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Senior thesis art shows
Seniors from the art department put
on art shows every year to display
their best works.
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SEC probes top executive

Guys read girls and girls read guys

RajatGupta,formerexecutive at Goldman
Sachs, was charged by the SEC for tipping
off Raj Rajaratnam about a $5 billion
investment.
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Have you ever wondered what it might be
like to read the opposite sex's magazine?
We had our writers do the dirty work for
you.
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Professional soccer conies to USD
L.A. Galaxy vs. Tijuana Xolos attracts
a big crowd to Torero Stadium 'on
Wednesday, March 2.
PAGE 19
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ABOVE: The village of Theou, where the engineering team plans to install solar electric
power, is located in southern Sudan.
RIGHT: From the left, seniors Enrique Rayon, Michael Rios, Mou Riiny and Emmett Perl are
working on a project called Engineering a Brighter Sudan.
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USD team of engineers ready to design brighter future
Four seniors plan to bring solar-powered electricity to a small village in Sudan
SUDAN, continued from Front Page

able to put together large events and
attend community gatherings to raise
awareness."
homeland after 14 years of living in
Not all of the engineers' work
Massachusetts, what he discovered will take place in Sudan, which is
was startling. "I was shocked to difficult to travel to and requires a
find that nothing had changed in the 16-hour flight from San Diego. They
children's access to education and are currently crafting a small scale
I wanted to do something about it," prototype system in Loma Hall as a
Riiny said.
part of their on-campus demonstration
Riiny explained that it was a that will take place on May 6. This is
struggle to get the project off of the the first phase of development before
ground, and financing the work was the project can be officially brought to
a major barrier. The ambitious vision Africa.
of his mentor Franco Majok was what
"We will have two streams of
kept the team moving forward to reach solar panels on the roof of Loma,"
their goals.
Rios said. "We will then use the solar
"We came back determined to power to operate lights, laptops and a
raise funds to build a school for these standard electrical outlet."
children," Riiny said. "The project
The engineering team decided
follows what our mentor [Majok] in to utilize solar power for the Theou
the U.S. did to build a school in his project because of its sustainability
own village. Initially, he took the and practicality as an energy source.
lead to raise funds, and later I joined The team said solar power is an ecoin to help him. Together we were friendly solution that can make a

significant difference at a relatively
low cost. To help cover part of the
project cost, the team has partnered
with AM Solar, which has pledged to
match and donate the amount that the
team can raise through USD donations.
In addition, Precision Paragon will
donate the necessary lights, expertise
and materials for the project.
From a historical standpoint,
Sudan has been a war-torn nation
experiencing near-constant conflict
since its independence from Britain
in 1956. Yet, in the face of adversity,
the USD engineering team is trying to
provide much-needed aid for positive
change. ,
"Throughout the whole region
there has never been electricity," Perl
said. "This will be the only village
within a 50-mile radius to have it."
The four engineers plan on
installing their power system by this
summer, which will also coincide with
a momentous occasion for southern

Sudan - its proposed independence
from the North.
On Jan. 9, 2005, the Nairobi
Comprehensive Peace Agreement
granted southern Sudan
partial
sovereignty for six years, to be
followed by a referendum on total
independence. This past January, the
central government finally agreed upon
a referendum allowing southern Sudan
to become free, and the Southerners
voted overwhelmingly in favor of
establishing an independent state. The
official date of independence is set for
July 9.
Despite the movements toward
peace, there is still great tension
between the North and South over
the region of Abyei. According to the
CPA, the area is, on an interim basis,
simultaneously part of South Kurdufan
and* Northern Bahr el Ghazal. The
North and South have yet to reach a
final agreement on possession of the
territory, which is highly desirable

for its abundant resources, including
natural fields of oil.
Skeptics
say
that
because
conflict over this sector still persists,
establishing sovereignty
in
the
South by summer is doubtful. The
engineering team said they are still
hopeful that the promising trend
toward peace will continue and Theou
will receive electricity by the summer.
"Personally, this project means a
great deal to me because it will leave
a lasting impact for the beneficiaries,"
Riiny said. "It is something I can be
really proud to accomplish because
education is the best and most direct
way to improve people's lives."
The team welcomes donations,
which can be made by logging on
to their website at usdsudanpower.

wordpress.com. The site has more
details about the gifting process under
the "donate" tab, as well as general
information, a list of sponsors and
project documentation.

Crapstic, the new
plastic

By Bernadette Smith
In the spirit of conservation and
world sustainability, a small startup
company in Sacramento has taken
waste-efficiency to the next level. The
company, Micromidas, has developed
technology that promises to transform
human waste into biodegradable plastic.
While some people might find this
project incredibly repulsive, I find it
to be an ingenious and viable solution
which could reduce the harmful
environmental effects of regular plastic.
To settle the minds of consumers,
however, the company does offer a
disclaimer that the biodegradable
plastic would not be used in conjunction
with food items. Regardless, there is no
need to be wary of the plastic because
it does not look or smell like anything
remotely close to human waste.
The Micromidas team was started
by a group of UC Davis graduates who
saw potential in the recycling of waste
byproducts. They set out to develop
their idea in 2008 and worked toward
producing a microbe which would
digest human waste and, in turn, create
a polymer which would be the basis for
biodegradable plastic.
Plastics used in the market today
are primarily derived from petroleum,
which, given the current state of gas
prices, is clearly over-utilized by
Americans. Producing biodegradable
plastic from a different source than
crude oil is beneficial for the United
States economy as well as the global
environment.
According to Discovery News,
wastewater
treatment
facilities
typically separate solid wastes from
liquid wastes by using a settling
tan!;. The heavier waste settles on the
bottom, and is removed. The sediment

is then often incinerated or used for
non-crop yielding fertilizers. -Instead,
Micromidas proposes to utilize this
solid waste as the basis for producing
plastic.
Once the microbes have digested
the waste, they are killed and
Micromidas scientists extract polymer
from the interior. After a few additional
steps, the resulting product is a plastic
resin that is ready for use. Discovery
News reported that the plastic can
biodegrade in a mere 18 months and
can even be composted in a backyard
garden, as long as it does not have
many additives. Examples of common
additives include fragrances, pigments,
antimicrobials and flame retardants.
Micromidas depends on a variety
of different bacteria to digest human
waste to produce their plastic polymer.
The efficiency and digestion capability
of the bacteria are documented and
then used in different combinations to
address the different consistencies of
solid waste. So far, Micromidas has a
library of 50 to 60 strains of bacteria
they use.
According to the Global Endeavors
blog, there is a proverbial "secret
formula" that goes into digesting waste.
Finding the right mixture of bacteria is
essential to creating a successful plastic
product.
In addition, the economics of
the biodegradable plastic is highly in
favor of Micromidas. For most plastic
producing companies, the raw materials
- like petroleum - account for half of
the total production cost. In the case of
Micromidas, they actually get paid to
take the human waste off of the grounds
of treatment facilities. Not only are they
cutting initial costs, but they are also
potentially sitting on a biodegradable
gold mine. Perhaps you could say that
the company has a microbial Midas
touch?
As a final note, I would like to
commend a very witty blogger by the
name of Notehead for his clever addition
to the Micromidas conversation. "Who
would like to recommend a name for
this polymer?" he writes. "I suggest
we call it Crapstic." From a marketing
standpoint, Crapstic might not be the
most appealing name, but in my book,
Crapstic gets an A-plus.

The view from Mount Soledad in La Jolla on Feb. 27 shows a snow-capped Fortuna Mountain, which is highly unusual considering the
peak elevation reaches only 1,200 feet above sea level.

Wacky weather brings hazardous conditions
By Gunner Wiebe
San Diego is renowned for its
idyllic climate conditions, but residents
and visitors have had to endure high
winds, heavy rainfall, sub-freezing
temperatures and hail. In the past
month, according to the San Diego
Union-Tribune, there has even been
snowfall in places as low as 1,000 feet,
which is a sharp contrast to the 7,000foot elevation of southern California's
largest snowfall area, Big Bear Lake in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
The U-T also reported that
February's average temperature of
57.7 degrees Fahrenheit was over a
full degree cooler than the normal
average. February rainfall was also
atypical, drenching San Diegans with
almost a full inch more rain than the
average 1.43 inches. According to
the U-T, 2011 has been a particularly
strange weather year because patterns
have been inconsistent with La Nina
conditions, a period of five months
when rainfall should be below average,
not above average, as San Diego has
experienced.
The abnormal La Nina conditions
have been problematic for both
professors and students, largely
because of how it has affected the surf.
Dr. Erik Fritsvold, USD professor

of sociology, vented his frustrations
about surf conditions this year.
"The surf has been terrible,"
Fritsvold said. "La Nina is making me
a depressed father and teacher."
Inside of the classroom, Fritsvold
has been noticing a trend with his
students during the stretch of bad
weather. "I hear students talking about
the weather, and there has definitely
been more of a tardiness problem,"
Fritsvold said.
The weather could be contributing
to worse driving conditions or to
students' desires to stay in bed longer,
but either way more of his students are
showing up late for lecture.
Students have been feeling the
pressure of the odd weather, like
senior Lisa Eidsmo, who said the
cold is only adding to the pressure of
school. "I have a ton of work to do
during the week and I look forward to
the weekends to relax in the sun on the
beach," Eidsmo said. "But lately, the
weather keeps me inside and I don't
get the nice beach breaks to take away
the stresses of school."
Eidsmo isn't the only student with
weather woes. Freshman Manav Shah
said he wasn't expecting this type of
weather when he chose to attend USD.
"Part of the reason why I came
here is because the weather is supposed
to be good all the time," Shah said.

"With midterms going on, and the
weather being like it is, everybody is
on edge."
USD
Experiential
Learning
and Adventure Center Outreach
Coordinator Mark Cedar is on
the opposite end of the spectrum
concerning the weather. Cedar said
he was happy to see the cold and rain
come through San Diego.
"That was the best snow of the
year at Big Bear," Cedar said. "The
day after the heavy rain [in San Diego]
we were up there and had a foot of
fresh powder."
Cedar did say that the weather
has caused ELAC rentals to be down
over the past few weeks, but with gdod
weather on the horizon he expects
rentals to increase, as more students
will head outdoors.
,
The ELAC has been taking
advantage of the rainier conditions to
showcase some interesting aspects of
San Diego, offering more hiking trips
and day trips to unique locations.
"We were actually hoping .for
rain when were going to Cedar Creek
Falls," Cedar said. "It's perfect for
rain and is the tallest waterfall in San
Diego County."
On the bright side, conditions are
expected to improve later in the month
as the San Diego forecast calls for sun
and warmer temperatures.
/
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" You can never cross the ocean unless you have the courage to lose
sight of the shore."
- CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
March 1 - March 7

March 1, 2011

March 3, 2011

Location: ALCALA VISTAS WEST LOT

Location: MISSIONS CROSSROADS

At 4:30 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a burglary.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a USD parking
permit from a student's locked vehicle between 9 p.m. on Feb. 27
and 9 a.m. Feb. 28. There were no signs of forced entry.

At 11:32 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an intoxicated
determined to be unable to care for himself. The student was
itlBflv transported4<a detox.

Location: SAN RAFAEL
At 9:46 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report ofarafn. Upon
investigation, an unknown person set fire to a wSl^Hcoration
causing a burning smell in the hallway on
resident student noticed the fine^ncHhTmediat^Textinguished it
with her foot and then
burn mark was lefy^

possession
e unable to
jetox.

AGE

March 2, 201i

intoxicated

Location:

'nvestiaatjoflaiEwas cfeterminid that the student

At 10:10 p.
possession
of alcohol.

ion. The student was evaluated and
e hospital.

' ' j March 7, 2011

Location: MISSIONS^TOSS^^^^^^^

•f| Ttlcation: MAHER HALL

At 10:10 p.m. resident assistants cited two students for minoMnTAt 6:06 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of vandalism,
possession of alcohol and two students for being in the presence
Upon investigation, an unknown person wrote with black marker
of alcohol.
I on a stall in the first floor men's restroom.

River Huston generates a flood of laughs
SEX, continued from Front Page
speech, "although I will. I'm not
here to advocate for anything either,
I merely want to give you the tools."
Huston candidly spoke about hotbutton topics such as alcohol, sex,
HIV, body image and life choices in
an honest and humorous way. She
shared stories about her journey with
substance abuse, her experience with
being raped and contracting HIV, and
her ultimate road of recovery that

included a PhD, a healthy marriage
and a clear mind. "I haven't had a
drink for 25 years now," Huston said,
humorously adding, "Just crack."
Throughout the night, Huston
encouraged audience participation by
distributing prizes for correct answers
and asking audience members to
share stories of how they first learned
about sex. She especially used her
humor to engage the audience when
she discussed the many differences
between men and women. "Men name
their penises, whereas women, we
don't do that," she said. "We wouldn't
say 'Shirley has a nosebleed.'"
Dr.
Emily
Reimer-Barry,
professor of theology and religious
studies, was one of the lecture
coordinators who worked to bring

Huston to campus. "I learned about
River from her website and we
discussed topics to cover before the
talk," Reimer-Barry said. "I think it
went well and I was pleased with the
turnout. I hope it encourages students
to think about these topics and talk
openly with their friends."
While the first half of Huston's
talk was lighthearted and comedic, the
tone shifted as she divulged the details
of her rape, substance abuse, selfesteem issues and AIDS diagnosis.
"I liked her unique style
because she came from a comedic
background," sophomore Samantha
Slavinsky said, "and made it easier for
college students to get a grasp of the
topics she discussed."
Huston said she started making
speeches across the nation 20 years
ago in order to help young people
make smart, informed lifestyle
choices. She explained that having
at least one person in the audience
benefit from her knowledge is what
motivates her to continue speaking.
According to Huston, while the
individual speeches she gives may
change according to current young
adult issues, the general message and
intent is still the same. "I want to start
a conversation about topics that they
[students] fear and help them to make

educated choices," Huston said.
Sophomore James Wykowski
attended the lecture because of his
work in the Women's Center. He
said he was slightly wary of what
Huston would have to say, but by
the end of the lecture, he came to an
important realization. "I will take
away a reminder of the ways in which
I censor myself when discussing
sexuality," Wykowski said, "and how
this behavior is counter-productive to
my own health and development."
During her speech, Huston
talked about the care she must take
when preparing to perform at a
Catholic institution. She referred to
approaching "the line" - the challenge
of talking about heated issues within a
collegiate setting.
"Every
religious
academic
institution has a certain line that I
try to respect when giving my talks,"
Huston said, "but I can't control what
the audience says."
Because the talk was sponsored
by the Department of Theology and
Religious Studies, Student Affairs
and University Ministry, ReimerBarry encouraged Huston to be frank
but not to advocate for any particular
practices. "I don't think she crossed
the line," Reimer-Barry said, "but I do
think that she missed the opportunity

to emphasize the need for intimacy,
mutual vulnerability and commitment
in sexual relationships."
According to Huston, her humor
and personal accounts would often
include language and viewpoints that
could be deemed inappropriate for a
Catholic institution. But students who
listened to her story appreciated her
frankness.
"I believe it is USD's job to focus
on holistic education rather than
censoring content," Wykowski said,
"and I appreciated her honesty."
"1 thought there shouldn't really
be a line," Slavinsky said. "People are
having sex, and just because we are a
Catholic institution doesn't mean we
shouldn't be talking about things. It
just perpetuates the problem."
At the end of her speech, Huston
used unconventional methods to
garner audience participation. She
gave out her phone number and took
questions from the audience through
text messaging. The question and
answer period shed light on the
realities of a college hook-up culture
and the presence of alcohol and drugs.
Huston's lecture sparked the beginning
of a discussion about life choices
among the campus community, and
Reimer-Barry said she hopes to see
the conversations continue.

Associated Students celebrates having a diverse education
By Nazin Sedehi
Associated Students has worked
to establish a tradition that recognizes
special groups within and outside of
the USD community. University of
Diversity Week kicked off celebrations
last Monday and offers a chance to
celebrate diversity campus-wide.
Events earlier in the week
included
Taste
of
Diversity,
Multicultural Comedy Night and
March of the Toreros, an event that has
become an annual USD tradition. The
week has been in celebration of AS'
dedication to inclusion and diversity
in all aspects of campus life. The
keynote speaker for Diversity Week
was filmmaker, slam poet, artist and
author Kip Fulbeck, who spoke in the
UC Forums on Tuesday about what
students can do to reverse the damage
that stereotypes can have on gender
roles, identity and interpersonal
relations.
In the pursuit of promoting
diversity, students were encouraged to
participate in a wide range of events

and expand their bases of knowledge.
"The college experience is
supposed to be a time for learning
and personal growth," junior Chuck
Cook AS senator and chairman of the
Committee on Inclusion and Diversity
said. "I would encourage students to
get involved in a group or organization
that they are unfamiliar with for the
pure fact of doing something new."
According to Cook, appreciating
diversity at the collegiate level is
important to develop skills to compete
in an increasingly global environment.
"As the world's economy becomes
more globalized," Cook said, "it is
important that we as students are more
globally aware. It will be necessary
in the job market to communicate
with groups and individuals from
around the world. There is no time
like the present to start learning about
other cultures that exist right here
on our campus. We have the world
at our feet and a responsibility to
be compassionate individuals, and
getting involved here at USD is the
first step in fostering a more inclusive
and diverse community."
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Recycling
is a sport
for U.S.
colleges

student. Upon investigation, the student was evaluated and
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Freshman and AS senator Kevin
Stone said that the week's celebrations
helped to build a stronger campus
community. "This week increases
awareness about the diversity that we
already have on campus," Stone said.
"It's awesome to have all of us coming
together as a student body to make a
statement in favor of diversity, and it's
a great way to raise awareness."
According to freshman and AS
Director of Intercultural Relations
Marc Gonzalez, many USD students
do not realize that the majority of oncampus cultural and religious events
are open to the whole community,
regardless of membership. Diversity
Week was meant to break this
misconception and allow for open
communication.
"A lot of students, especially
younger students like freshmen and
sophomores, think that diversity
events aren't for them because they're
not diverse people," Gonzalez said.
"But events are for everyone. It
doesn't matter what your skin color or
background or religion may be."
Cook also said that the Diversity
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Week events can educate and expand
students' range of experience. "So
much learning takes place in the
classroom," Cook said, "but education
doesn't just end there. It is important
for all of us to have exposure to
different cultures and different people
beyond what the classroom can teach
us. It is also important because we
have the opportunity to stand up for
what we believe in. March of the
Toreros will be a time when the entire
campus community can come together
and stand as one."
The last event of the week, a
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transexual
panel, will discuss "Creating an
Inclusive Environment for LGBT
students."
"It's about creating an inclusive
environment
for
the
LGBT
community," said Gonzalez. "It's
going to be a great discussion and
panel for all students to inform
themselves about problems that
LGBT students face on campus and
how we all can help to improve their
environment." The panel will be held
today at noon in UC Forum A.
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MANIA, continued from Front Page
'single stream' program, so it is all
commingled," USD General Services
Manager Lou Magana said. "If we
can fill
our recycling dumpsters
to capacity for each pick-up, we
can reach better weekly reporting
numbers."
The competition is currently in
its sixth week and USD is competing
closely with other California schools.
USD was ranked No. 1 for the state of
California in the first week, but since
then has dropped to No. 4 in week
five. Other top California contenders
are Loyola Marymount, currently
No. 1 in the state, followed by San
Marcos and Stanford at No. 2 and No.
3, respectively. At the national level,
USD is ranked No. 2.
As the competition continues into
the last few weeks, Magana says it is
important for students, faculty and
staff to become more aware of their
efforts to recycle. "It is important
that the USD community be aware
of what they throw away and recycle
everything possible," Magana said.
"If each member of the campus
community consciously recycles, we
can increase our recycling imprint
and elevate our ranking in the
competition."

Photo Courtesy of RecycleMania.org

The collegiate RecycleMania tournament
began Feb. 6 and will go until April 2.

Breastival
to support
breast cancer
research
KKG, continued from Front Page
Breastival, KKG was able to raise
$1,500. They have set the bar much
higher for 2011, hoping to raise
$5,000 for breast cancer research.
Many students remember feeling
the impact of breast cancer awareness
from past Breastivals. "I remember
speaking with a woman who was
diagnosed with breast cancer when
she was 27," senior Kim Gillie said.
"It made me realize that breast cancer
can effect women at any age."
Informatiqnal booths will be
handing out pamphlets and fliers
in an effort to educate the public
about breast cancer symptoms and
preventative measures.
"Breast cancer is a disease that
has affected many people," Mathies
said, "and is close to our hearts due
to the fact that many of our sisters
have had someone in their life that
has been affected by this devastating
disease. By having this as our local
philanthropy, we hope to raise
awareness and funds for breast cancer
research to provide information about
the prevalence of breast cancer."
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Mom goes nutty over hazelnut spread's health claims
By Annie Ferreira
A San Diego mom is taking
Nutella to court, claiming that the
popular chocolate spread contends to
be a nutritious and wholesome snack
but is actually rich in saturated fats.
In a lawsuit filed
by Athena
Hohenberg, the mother alleges that
she fed her four-year-old daughter
Nutella after seeing advertisements
representing the product as part of a
healthy, nutritious breakfast. Athena
claims that it wasn't until she spoke
with friends about the chocolate treat
that she realized Nutella was not the
best thing to feed her child. In the
suit, filed to a federal court in San
Diego, Hohenberg expressed her
dissatisfaction with the product.
It was in late 2010 that Hohenberg
discovered that Nutella's ingredients
weren't quite as wholesome as she
initially thought. "Nutella was in fact
not a 'healthy' [and] 'nutritious' food,
but instead was the next best thing
to a candy bar," read Hohenberg's
complaint.
"Many consumers of the product
would not have purchased it had they
been aware that the health claims
surrounding it were overblown," the
lawsuit claims.
Under the lawsuit, Hohenberg
asks for monetary compensation and
hopes that the court will make parent
company Ferrero launch a new ad
campaign, correcting the allegedly
misleading claims.
Is this case just another example
of how Americans are "sue-happy?"
Or has the food industry taken a
step too far with advertising? How
does the Federal Trade Commission
draw the line? Dr. Kenneth Bates,
a marketing professor at USD, has
completed extensive research in
the area of nutritional labeling. He
strongly believes this case is a perfect
example of the "over-litigation in
our country." He hypothesizes that
the dire state of the recent economy
has resulted in people willing to do
anything to make a buck. "People are
always looking for any opportunity to
exploit the system," Bates said.
Despite the fact that Hohenberg
was misled by the advertisements,
there is a reason our country has a
food labeling law. "Consumers have
the right to look at labels," Bates said.
He stressed that nowhere in their
advertisements has Nutella claimed

Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 2 tbsp.
Calories 200
Calories from Fat 100

Total Fat 11 g
Saturated Fat 3.5g
Trans Fat Og
Cholesteral Omg
Sodium 15mg
Total Carbohydrate 22g
Dietary Fiber 1 g
Sugars 21g
Protein 3g
Photo by Andreakw/Flickrcc, Hailey Means/The Vista

that their product is "healthy,"
despite calling it "part of a nutritious
breakfast."
"Anything can be part of a
nutritious breakfast," Bates said, "but
there is no blatant claim saying that
Nutella is a health food, it's simply
saying that it makes healthier food
taste better."
There is a difference between
false advertising and misleading
advertising. In this case, Nutella may
be doing their job. Bates believes
that the majority of Americans don't
acknowledge food labels and rarely
know what they are putting in their
bodies. "The label is there for a
reason," Bates said, "and the woman
could have easily turned the jar around
to see that 50 percent of the calories in
one serving come from fat."
Despite the fact that Bates is
certain this case will get shot down,

there have been instances in the past
where companies have been accused
of legitimate false advertising and
have engaged in corrective advertising
to mend their mistakes.
In 2005, Listerine launched
an ad campaign claiming that the
mouthwash was as effective as
flossing.
The American Dental
Association stepped in and accused
Listerine of making claims they
couldn't support, and the judge ruled
that flossing is essential to reducing
tooth decay and cannot be replaced by
Listerine. The company was forced to
do corrective advertising.
"Although the Nutella ads could
be construed as misleading," said
Bates, "the courts will most likely
throw this case out and no corrective
advertising will be done."
Bates explained his ideas about
the FTC and their role regulating

advertisements in the midst of the
many lawsuits against the food
industry. "Damage has to be done for
the FTC to come down on a company,"
Bates said. "For the FTC to step in and
draw the line, damage has to either be
done to a vulnerable consumer, where
an advertisement tricked a consumer
into buying something that harmed
them health-wise, or an advertisement
was financially damaging to another
company."
Bates does not believe Nutella's
advertisements meet either criterion,
making it less likely to be on the
FTC's radar.
Bates attributes the rise in
lawsuits against the food industry to
the lawsuits brought against various
tobacco manufacturers. "Ever since
the lawsuits against the tobacco
industry," Bates said, "it has been
open-season on companies."

He speculates that consumers
are successfully finding loopholes in
the food industry, making it an easy
target.
"Advertising
is
meant
to
persuade," Bates said, "and even if
Nutella's ad is marginally misleading,
there is nothing in the claim that is
false."
The food industry has been taking
measures to self-regulate in order to
avoid scrutiny from the government.
"The industry is setting their own
guidelines and criteria before the
government can get to them," Bates
said.
Although
Hohenberg
stands
firm in her claims against Nutella,
the company is standing by the
wholesomeness of its product. Now
it's up to the legal system to determine
the fate of the hazelnut spread enjoyed
by many.

Me, myself and I: Wall Street executive charged
tech enables egoism by the SEC for insider trading

By Lindsey Weintraub
I recently checked Google Trends
to see if there was anything particularly
epic going on in the world that I had
missed. Instead of keeping up with
gossip magazines, Perez Hilton or
celebrity gossip websites, I am the
squirrel of Google Trends. I honestly
don't care about the details. I just want
the story in a nutshell.
I scanned the list of hot searches,
a little bit surprised to see that at
the moment it was almost entirely
composed of unfamiliar names. I
clicked on the first name, Katie Cassidy,
deemed "volcanic" by Google's hotness
meter. She apparently just got a role on
the "The Celebrity Apprentice."
Honestly, this is number one?
Google self-describes hot searches:
"With Hot Searches, you can see a
snapshot of what's on the public's
collective mind by viewing the fastestrising searches for different points of
time."
Despite Google's proclamation that
it's the "public's collective mind," it's
really just a snapshot of who happens
to be tied to the Internet at the time.
I'm going to guess that young people
are Google-ing late at night more than
grandpas, scientists, the Amish or
anyone who has something legitimately
demanding their time.
However, the fact that so many
Americans have become fascinated
with reality television is slightly
unsettling. Out of all the possibilities
for how to spend one's free time,
people are spending it watching fake
"reality"? Television has become a kind
of opium for the people; lost souls hark
to the silver screen for validation, and
glossed-over eyes stare vapidly into
the box, convinced the projections are

reality.
We are calibrated by our culture
to seek attention if we feel like
something is missing from our lives.
The great thing about this is that there
are relatively low barriers to entry.
Apparently, people have begun to
associate attention, whether positive
or negative, as a good thing. If this
weren't the case, there wouldn't be so
many people on television who have
turned their relatively mundane lives
into the sirens of prime time.
Bad behavior is almost idolized.
Why? Because the more often we see it,
the more we can tell ourselves it's okay.
I'm not sure why people would want
to immerse themselves in the toxicity
of empty lives. Life is so ridiculously
abundant with wonderful, organic joy,
ripe for the taking and never-ending.
What kind of joy can you really get out
of watching other people ultimately
suffer?
Starved for attention, people satiate
their hunger through various mediums
of technology. If you can't make it onto
a TV show, then YouTube, Facebook
and Twitter welcome you with open
arms.
In the last couple of years, users on
social networking sites have multiplied
faster than a population of drunken
rabbits. Websites like MySpace (R.I.P.),
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Blogger
and Flickr are marketed under the
supposed concept of being "social"
networks. But how social are they?
At the root of these websites is
people looking for attention. They want
people to "add" them, to comment on
what they have to say, to admire their
pictures and be jealous of all of the fun
they're having. They want to see how
many people care about their "I'm
soooo bored," or "I just ate a blueberry
muffin, yum!" status updates.
Even when one could rationalize
that they're "socializing" by giving
friends attention, they probably picked
those friends because of shared interests
and values. What does this mean?
Commenting, "OMG I LOVE YOU"
or even, "sick bro," is ultimately a sub
conscious desire for self-validation.
You're
throwing
a
boomerang
compliment with the hope that it comes
right back to you.

Former Goldman Sachs board member under fire
By Sean Leahy

Rajat K. Gupta, one of Wall
Street's most respected and prominent
executives, is under fire from the
Securities and Exchange Commission
for insider trading involving long time
colleague Raj Rajaratnam. Gupta,
a former board member for both
Goldman Sachs and Proctor & Gamble,
allegedly
disclosed
non-public
information to Rajaratnam, founder of
the hedge fund consulting firm Galleon
Management LP, resulting in profits
and evading losses of $18 million.
Recent SEC reports accused
Gupta of using non-public information
obtained from board meetings at
Goldman Sachs and Proctor &
Gamble to tip off Rajaratnam about
their quarterly earnings. Gupta was
also accused of informing Rajaratnam
about Berkshire Hathaway's $5 billion
investment in Goldman Sachs during
the financial calamity of 2008.
Gupta,
an
Indian-American
corporate guru with an MBA from
Harvard Business School, has a resume
with connections that stretch around
the block. From 1996 to 2003 he served
as a senior axecutive at Mckinsey
& Company, a large management
consulting firm, as well as a board
member on AMR, a parent company of
American Airlines. More importantly,
he served on Goldman Sachs' board,
member audit committee, corporate
governance and nominating committee
and compensation committee from
Nov. 2006 to Dec. 2010. He also has
served on Proctor & Gamble's board
of directors, audit committee and
innovation and technology committee
since 2007.
SEC reportsclaim'that on Sept. 21,
2008, Goldman Sachs top executives,
including Gupta, spoke over the phone
regarding confidential strategic plans
to muscle through the financial crises
of 2008. Part of their strategy included
a $5 billion investment from Warren
Buffet's Berkshire Hathaway.
The following morning, phone
records show Gupta had several short

phone conversations with Rajaratnam,
where he allegedly leaked private
information. By that afternoon,
Galleon Group had picked up 120,000
shares of Goldman Sachs' stock.
On Sept. 23, Goldman Sachs
issued statements regarding Warren
Buffet's $5
billion
investment,
including a public equity offering of
$2.5 billion. Galleon Group allegedly
purchased an additional 175,000
shares that afternoon.
By the closing bell on Sept. 24,
the stock had climbed by more than
6 percent. Galleon Group dumped the
stock and walked away with $900,000.
Gupta also allegedly leaked
information to Rajaratnam in 2008
regarding Goldman Sachs' financial
statements for the second and fourth
quarters.
According to the SEC, on June
10, Goldman Sachs CEO Loyd
Blankfein informed board members
of stronger-than-anticipated earnings
for their second quarter. Government
officials are claiming that Gupta
called Rajaratnam later on that same
day informing him of the anticipated
earnings.
Immediately
following
the
next day's opening bell, Rajaratnam
allegedly purchased 5,500 option
contracts and 350,000 additional
shares. On June 16, they released a
preview of their earnings, causing
the stock to rise 2 percent, at which
point Rajaratnam allegedly traded
in the option contracts in exchange
for $7 million. On June 17, after the
financials were officially released, the
stock rose 1.67 percent. Rajaratnam
sold his share for $6.6 million, netting
a total of $13.6 million in illicit profits.
According to the statements issued
by the SEC, similar insider trading
took place in 2009, when Gupta served
on the board for Proctor & Gamble.
On Jan. 29, 2009. top executives at
the firm, including Gupta, discussed
the company's lower-than-anticipated
growth rate for the fiscal year. Some
time after the board meeting and
before the company disclosed its
shortcomings, Rajaratnam sold his
180,000 shares and made $570,000.
Although Gupta and Rajaratnam

partnered in several business ventures
in the past, such as private equity firms,
there is no evidence of Gupta sharing
in any profits from these transactions.
The SEC has only trading transactions
and a timeline of phone calls and
events from which to base its case.
"Gupta
was
honored
with
the highest trust of leading public
companies," said Robert Khuzami, the
SEC's enforcement director, "and he
betrayed that trust by disclosing their
most sensitive and valuable secrets."
Allegations of insider trading
predominantly surface among middle
management, lower-level traders and
lawyers rather than top executives like
Gupta.
Gary Naftalis, Gupta's lawyer,
disagrees with the SEC. "The US
Securities and Exchange Commission's
allegations are totally baseless," he
said. "Mr. Gupta has done nothing
wrong and is confident that these
unfounded allegations will be rejected
by any fair and impartial fact finder."
Gupta will go on trial this week
regarding the alleged insider trading
accusations between he and colleague
Rajaratnam, who is scheduled for trial
the following week. The SEC charged
Rajaratnam for similar offenses
in 2009 when Galleon Group, the
hedge fund Rajaratnam founded, was
involved in trading $25 million worth
of illicit profits. This time, Rajaratnam
is accused of making $45 million in
illegal trading. The FBI has 2,400
of Rajaratnam's conversations and
Goldman Sachs; CEO and chairman
of the board, Lloyd Blankfein, as a
witness.
Gupta is one of the highest
executives on Wall Street to be
accused by the SEC of insider trading.
He is one of the most well-respected
executives, with a reputation of 40
years of ethical conduct now at stake.
Gupta was connected with some very
influential people, including Bill Gates,
Warren Buffet and former president,
Bill Clinton. Unfortunately, if Gupta
is convicted, it could serve to further
damage Wall Street's reputation,
which has been tarnished by unethical
behavior from top executives in the
past.
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"Chaos is inherent in all compounded things. Strive on with diligence."
- BUDDHA
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Fannie Mae CEO Mike Williams spoke to over 700 guests on Thursday, March 3, at USD's 15 Annual Burnham-Moore's Center for Real Estate Conference.

Fannie Mae CEO speaks at Real Estate conference
Mike Williams tells audience that the real estate industry is back on track

By Kyle Strickland
Students and CEOs alike gathered
at the Hilton San Diego Bayfront to
participate in the Burnham-Moores
15th Annual Real Estate Conference.
USD's
Burnham-Moores
Center
for Real Estate invited a wide array
of industry experts to speak and
converse with other local real estate

professionals at the event tin Marc'fi
3. Mike Williams, president and CEO
of government-sponsored enterprise
Fannie Mae, took the most important
position as keynote speaker, delivering
a summary of the enterprise's confident
outlook for the primary and secondary
mortgage markets' rebound in the
coming years.
Dr. Mark Riedy, executive director
of the Burnham-Moores Center for
Real Estate, welcomed and introduced
over 700 guests of the conference to
Williams. Williams has been with
Fannie Mae since the nationwide
housing crisis in 2009.

He started his speech on a positive
note. "The real estate industry is back
on track," Williams said.
As Williams referenced, Fannie
Mae plays a huge part in the resolution
of the housing crisis. The governmentsponsored enterprise is one of several
that provide the primary mortgage
market the liquidity necessary to keep
banks and other lenders originating
new mortgages. Fannie Mae alone has
provided nearly $1.5 trillion in capital
to fund affordable mortgages across the
United States, and they are achieving
this by Williams' idea of "a new realism
- a return to common sense."
Williams also described the longterm goals of the enterprise, stating
hopeful figures
of growth and a
movement toward a housing rebound.
Fannie Mae is determined to see
growth of 1.5 million households per
year in the next decade, a number that
is ambitious but attainable. Williams
also mentioned that the company is the
leading provider of capital to multifamily housing, which is already seeing
a recovery from the housing crisis.

The conference also showcased
important local players in businesses
related to real estate, including Jim
Waring of CleanTECH, Mel Katz of
Manpower Inc. and Bob Watkins of
R.J. Watkins and Company. Each of
these companies is based out of San
Diego, and each representative of the
company discussed the best ways to
push a full recovery in the local region
and California as a whole.
Katz, for instance, discussed how
Manpower Inc. plans on aiding job
growth in San Diego, which in turn
increases demand for both commercial
and residential real estate. By providing
skill-specific training, Katz hopes to
fill the gap between the unemployed
looking for jobs and the necessary skills
that keep them out of those positions.
Watkins was similarly focused
on improving the job situation in San
Diego. "Arecovery in jobs really hasn't
happened," Watkins said.
He proposed asserting the need
for change directly to members of
California's government, expressing
that the source of the law is a great
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portion of the trouble seen throughout
the state's real estate industry.
Dr. David Pyke, dean of USD's
School of Business Administration,
was in attendance to introduce Dr.
Charles Tu, the first holder of the
Daniel F. Mulvihill Professorship in
Commercial Real Estate. In addition to
teaching at USD,Tu is credited as being
instrumental toward the development
of the real estate major and minor
programs at the school. Unfortunately,
Tu was ill and could not attend.
The conference continued with a
wider array of topics, including lending,
investing and capital markets, analyses
of specific sectors and workouts.
USD had a significant presence
at the conference, not only in its
sponsorship, but also in its student
body attendance. Most importantly,
students Molly Jones and Justin Shifrin
accepted recognition for receiving the
Burnham-Moores Daniel B. Woodruff
Memorial Scholarship. The scholarship
honors Dan Woodruff, a passionate
USD graduate of the class of 1998 who
passed away in 2000 to cancer. The

scholarship is issued by the BurnhamMoores Center to the most outstanding
students pursuing careers in real estate.
Students from real estate classes
at USD were also present. Akhil Israni,
a senior majoring in real estate, came
to the conference enthusiastic about
enhancing his knowledge and meeting
professionals.
"I'm hoping to develop a sharper
image of where the local [real
estate \ market is headed in different
commercial sectors," Israni said.
"Networking is an added benefit to
these functions as well, and I'm hoping
to meet possible contacts for future
business opportunities."
Speakers at the Burnham-Moores
conference all seemed to have the same
bright outlook about the future of the
housing markets and the real estate
industry in general, which is a positive
sign both locally and nationally.
The Fannie Mae CEO and
president was especially clear about
resolving the nation's housing crisis.
"Everyone loses when a family is faced
with foreclosure," Williams said.

Taco Bell responds
to lawsuit over beef
By Delaney Deutsch
Taco Bell recently launched a
new advertising campaign that boldly
combats accusations made against the
company in a lawsuit filed against them.
The lawsuit claims "less than 35 percent"
of the ground beef that Taco Bell uses
contains actual beef. The lawsuit also
claims that the meat is advertised as
beef, but contains fillers and extenders.
However, company executives refute
this statement, claiming that 88 percent
of the ground beef they put into their
products is actual meat, while the
other 12 percent is composed of flavorenhancing seasonings.
Industry and public relations
executives say that it was necessary for
Taco Bell to promptly and boldly respond
to these allegations to fend off potential
long-term damage to its reputation.
Following the popularity of the issue
amongst bloggers on the Internet, the
company has come at these allegations
with several different tactics.
The first response by the company
was through a newspaper advertisement
launched in January, with the headline:
"Thank you for suing us" in large bolded
font. Shortly after, a new commercial
campaign was released depicting a few
of the 150,000 Taco Bell employees
and 350 franchise operators in uniform
discussing the allegations against the
meat head-on. One of the advertisements
encourages the viewers to visit the Taco
Bell website for the ingredient list. "It's
right there!" an employee says in one of
the ads. President Greg Creed personally
guarantees that the ingredients are
certified by the United States Department
of Agriculture with 88 percent ground
beef in a video interview.
Taco Bell's integrated marketing
campaign uses TV, radio, Internet, social
media and Hispanic-media broadcasts.
Taco Bell offered a free crunchy taco

to Facebook users who "liked" the
company's Facebook page. Hispanicmedia broadcasts and TV commercials
included an offer for an 88-cent
Crunchwrap Supreme, less than half of
the $2.39 original price. The 88-cent
price served as a reminder of the alleged
actual percentage of ground beef that is
USDA certified meat.
According to Creed, all claims
made by the Montgomery Law Firm
are inaccurate and are not supported
by evidence. However, many experts
foresee issues for Taco Bell due to
concerns that were indirectly highlighted
through this lawsuit. The USDA defines
ground beef as able to "have seasonings,
but no water, phosphates, extenders or
binders added." The ingredient list for
Taco Bell, according to their website,
lists water as the second most prevalent
ingredient in the ground beef.
Even if the allegation made by the
lawsuit that claim Taco Bell ground beef
is 65 percent fillers is proven false, the
company may still have challenges to
face regarding advertising tactics. If
the beef does not clearly fit the USDA
definition, it cannot legally be advertised
as ground beef. Foxnews.com also
points out another potential problem.
The USDA has not certified some of the
seasonings Taco Bell uses. It is unknown
if these issues will come to play in the
court hearing of the case.
Many experts agree that as of now
this lawsuit will not hurt the franchise in
any significant way.The company enjoys
35 million weekly patrons, and it is clear
that many of these frequent visitors were
already aware that the ground beef filling
in their tacos is not completely beef.
Taco
Bell's
low-cost
pricing
advantage champions over other fastfood chains in the market and it is
what keeps customers coming back.
However, Taco Bell may face some
serious troubles after their aggressive
campaigning should the court rule
against the company.
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Mission Beach not all fun and games for USD students
Increase in student assault and robberies call for additional safety measures
B\ Alex Bozich
While threatening incidents have
always occurred around the beach
areas, it seems that there has been a
recent rise in robberies and violence.
Assistant Vice President and Dean of
Students Dr. Donald R. Godwin sent
out an e-mail to the USD community
on Feb. 9 in response to many robberies
and threatening situations that have
happened in Mission Beach. The e-mail
was sent to remind students to be
cautious and aware of their surroundings
when in the beach area.
"Given
the
beauty of
our
surroundings here in San Diego,"
Godwin said, "we all have a tendency
to equate the beauty with a safe
environment." This especially rings
true for all of the students who live
in Mission Beach and Pacific Beach.
However, everyone needs to lose the
notion that because of its beauty, the
beach is safe. Many incidents have
proven otherwise.
Students often forget that though
Mission Beach is seen as USD offcampus living, it is a neighborhood
without the guaranteed protection of
on-campus living. Like any public
place, it is important to maintain a sense
of heightened awareness while walking
around.
It is an inevitable fact that there
will always be students that choose
to live at the beach. With affordable
oceanfront homes, who wouldn't want
to? Because of this, people really need
to be more cautious and aware of how
they are currently living. Many leave
their doors open during the day in case
friends stop by - a practice that is far too
dangerous. It is too easy for a stranger
to walk in and grab something off your

table while you might be upstairs. Your
neighbors may be trustworthy people,
but you never know who else is walking
past your home.
The area is also well known for
its bar and party scene. Since homes
and bars are within close proximity
to one another, students often walk
to and from the bars at night, which,
while convenient, is also dangerous. It
is recommended to walk in groups, but
this does not guarantee safety. It is only
an assumption that you will be okay if
you are with friends or if you are near a
friend's house.
Last month, a group of four women,
all sophomores at USD, experienced
firsthand how troubling the beach can
actually be. According to one of the
attacked, the women were walking from
Kingston Court around 2 a.m. to their
car, which was parked in the Belmont
Park parking lot near the roller coaster.
After they had crossed the street, two
men approached them demanding their
phones and bags.
One of the USD women, who
prefers to remain anonymous, detailed
her experience. She explained that she
was pulled to the ground by one of the
men, who then hit her repeatedly and
tried to steal her bag - unsuccessfully
- as one of her friends was punched
and had her bag taken away. "In the
very moment of the situation, I was
completely shocked," she said. "I've
always thought I was relatively safe
on the beach and often acted as though
nothing would ever happen."
This story goes to prove that simply
walking in a group does not assure
safety.
"I thought we were being relatively
safe by walking in a group, but it didn't
make a difference," the woman who
was attacked said. "I've seen people
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roam the streets of the beach all by
themselves before, and now I'm just
terrified to think what could have
happened if I had been alone like that."
A casual walk along Mission
Blvd. is not the same as walking across
campus. More vigilance is needed on
the part of students living there.
There has also been a spike in
robberies recently. The San Diego
Police Department reported that they
receive around 90 phone calls each week
regarding robberies in Mission Beach
and Pacific Beach, a pretty staggering
number. With this as a known fact, why
do doors remain unlocked? These are
the easiest ways to try and prevent a
break-in; however, robberies may still
happen, even with prevention.
A group of senior women from

USD who live oceanfront were shocked
to find that their home was one of those
robberies.
After being gone all day, one of
the women noticed that her computer
was missing and called the police. One
resident, USD senior Lindsey Pierce,
went to check on her second story room
and found that her blinds were pulled
up and out of place. The women think
that the intruder used a ladder from the
house next door and posed as a window
washer or someone fixing the house.
The scary thing is that this incident
happened in broad daylight, right along
the boardwalk.
Fortunately, only one computer
was stolen from the home. "We all felt
extremely violated," Pierce said. "For
the first few nights, I was too scared to

even sleep in my room."
Events like this can cause feelings
of fear and uneasiness in one's own
home, which should be a safe haven.
There are simple things that
everyone can do in order to stay a bit
safer. It's important that people lock
their doors and windows, even when
they are home. The bars or your friends'
homes might be close, but taxis are
accessible. Grab a cab with your friends
if it's dark outside.
Hopefully everyone will be more
aware and continue to practice safety
and caution. Have fun along the San
Diego beaches, but do not forget that
there are other people aside from your
friends in the area. Enjoy the beach
and all of its beauty, but watch out for
yourself and friends.

Powerful impact of Middle Eastern protests felt abroad
By Nick Dixon
The Arab Revolution holds its
breath as events in Libya take center
stage. What started as a youth movement
in Tunisia has snowballed into one of
the most export-friendly revolutions
known in history. According to Dr. John
Rothgeb of Miami University, Ohio,

the hallmark of a complete revolution
is the successful exportation of its
cause outside its borders. Dr. Tschirgi
of the peace studies department at USD
attributes this successful exportation
to
liberation
technology-Twitter,
WikiLeaks and Facebook.
The communication age has
allowed the combustible masses to

By the supreme
luck of the draw

Bv Sarah Jorgensen
I had an absurdly lucky and
inexplicable series of events happen
to me this weekend.
I was in Hollywood for the
ACP National College Journalism
Convention, and since events were
done by 4:30 p.m., I had time on
Friday night to go see one of my
favorite musicians, Trey Anastasio,
play live. Most people who know me
know that Phish is one of my favorite
bands, and this was my first time to
see Anastasio, the band's guitarist,
play live with his solo project, the
Trey Anastasio Band.
Unfortunately,
Phish
rarely
visits California, so ticket demand
to see Anastasio, despite the fact
that he was not playing with Phish,
was outrageous. Although I had
communicated with a seller about
purchasing a ticket, by the time I got
to the tiny venue, The Music Box
on Hollywood Blvd., I had a feeling
I wouldn't get a ticket. However,
through a chain of events that is too
long to list for this column, I landed
one of the last tickets being sold
outside the venue. It was a balcony
ticket; not the floor ticket I was hoping
for, but at least I was in the venue.
When I walked into the venue, I
walked straight through the doors in
front of me, thinking that the balconey
was accessible through a series of
stairs. It was only once I had made
my way into the crowd that I realized
I had inadvertently walked onto the
floor, totally unnoticed. Long story
short, I made it to the front row with
the help of some new friends and I got
to shake Anastasio's hand at the end
of the show. I was able to look him in
the eyes and thank him for all that his

music has done for me.
Anyone who loves music can
understand how incredible this was for
me. I went from not having a ticket to
watching the show from the front row
and actually communicating with one
of my musical idols. This incredible
night got me thinking about the idea
of luck, because it is the only thing I
can think of that gives reason to this
chain of events.
Many famous events in history
have been deemed lucky because of
the inexplicable circumstances that
surrounded them. I have read stories
about people who have been shot but
the bullet was blocked by a phone
or something else in their pocket,
and about battles in wars that were
won simply because uncontrollable
circumstances, like the weather,
swayed it directly in one side's favor.
Clearly my lucky night cannot stand
against more serious events like these,
but how do events line up this way?
A quick Google search reveals
that there are many different views on
luck - some consider it pure chance
or controlled by a higher force while
others consider it the result of hard
work and perseverance.
All I can say is that on Friday
night, and the days preceding it, I had
a feeling I was going to communicate
with Anastasio and get into the show,
even when I was left ticket-less for
a considerably long time. 1 told my
cousin, who accompanied me to
the theater, that I simply had a good
feeling about the night.
As the result of afew rough weeks,
1 have a feeling that some force bigger
than myself aligned these events in
my favor. It was as if 1 had drank the
Harry Potter potion "Felix Felicis,"
which grants luck to the drinker by
making events like this concert line up
in an advantageous way. Magic may
not be real, but something aligned the
stars for me.
Whatever your position on luck
might be, you have to acknowledge that
when a lucky streak hits, it's a pretty
exciting, and usually unexpected,
event. While you contemplate that,
I will daydream about my encounter
with my favorite musician - a very
lucky day indeed.

attain what revolution theorist Walter
Goldfrank calls tactical mobility,
or, "the ability of rebels to coalesce
physically and ideologically into an
organized movement."

Tactical mobility in the technology
age has reached new.zeniths, as people
can now communicate as fast as their
thumbs can carry their message. The
Tunisian Twitter epicenter sent shock
waves rippling through the Arab
world as Egypt, Bahrain, Yemen and
now Libya have erupted into passionfueled protests and violence. What
their governments failed to learn from
history is now history in the making.
As with most revolutions, the
insurgence is caused by friction
between the "haves" and the "havenots." Across the Arab world we
have seen the same autocrats and
monarchs in power for decades who
enforce economic policies that build
pipelines leading straight from the oil
fields to their bank accounts and the
already affluent service sectors of their
respective economies.
In Egypt, for example, we see
money poured into lavish hotels with
none left over for basic sanitation
services. Tschirgi recounts stories of
"Garbage City," a shantytown whose
inhabitants pick through Cairo's
garbage to feed their pigs. Thanks
to the rise in a young and educated

population,
resistance
movements
have erupted across North Africa and
the Arabian Peninsula in an effort to
correct similar depravities in their
home countries.
As rebellions heat up, Sultans
shiver. Revolutions carry inherently
violent undertones. The decision of
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
not to quell the demonstrations with
tanks hasn't been emulated by Libya's
president, Muammar Gaddafi. Of all the
outbreaks so far, events in Libya are by
far the most sanguinary. Gaddafi blames
external pressures. Like a pestilent
buffalo facing a regiment of Komodo
dragons, Gaddafi views Western powers
as oil-hungry, and sees democracy as
the dinner bell announcing their arrival.
He vows to "fight to the last man and
woman" and promises to kill millions
should the United States step foot on
Libyan soil.
What happens in Libya could set
the tone for the rest of the revolution.
According to Dr. Lee Ann Otto of the
political science department, whether
or not these revolutions are successful
is still to be determined. A successful
revolution is one where a new regime
and new institutions replace the old.
Waiting too long to implement a
new government increases a nation's
vulnerability both to outside attack and
the rise of an unhealthy government

like the ones in place before. Should the
Libyan resistance be subjugated, this
could discourage further snowballing
of the Arab democratic ethos and prove
apocalyptic to the Libyan people.
Speaking of the revolution as a
whole, Dr. Otto reminds us that the
future of millions of people is in flux;
their safety, security, freedom- both
personal and economic- and freedom
to express their ideas and opinions is
what's at stake here.
"Getting the old guy out is only
half the battle," Otto said. Citing the
Chinese Revolution, she remarks that
these processes are long.
Besides spiking oil prices, events
in the Middle East carry sonorous
resonances. Democratization in this
part of the world would change the face
of the globe as we know it. But it's not
over yet.
A la Goldfrank, two necessary
and sufficient causes of revolutions
have already taken place in the Arab
revolution: a permissive international
context and tactical mobility. Should a
movement of the dissident elite refuse
to go down with the sinking autocratic
ships and switch sides, then a rural
rebellion may take place, which would
mean further violence.
With past revolutions as our
precedent, current demonstrations in the
Middle East are merely our preludes.

Abstaining from alcohol is beneficial
By Angelique Bash
With the Catholic season of Lent
upon us, most of us have probably
spent some time pondering what we
should be giving up, as is tradition.
Lent is a great way to practice selfdiscipline, but chances are most of us
will go right back to doing or eating
whatever it was that we gave up for
40 days. What if we were to continue
practicing the self-discipline that we
started for Lent? Don't worry, you
do not have to give something up
completely, but rather cut back and
consume less.
As college students we are
exposed to an array of many different
things. Two big ones are food and (if
you're 21 or older) alcohol. Both are
often abused and overindulged. But
what would happen if we were to cut
back? A surprising number of health
advantages could result from simply
consuming less.
In San Diego, we have the luxury
of being in close proximity to many
unique and delicious restaurants.
On campus, we have dining options
like the Student Life Pavilion and
La Paloma, and how could we
forget about those late-night burrito
and donut runs? There are many
mouth-watering opportunities for

overindulgence, and there is a good
chance that many of us know firsthand
that the fabled "Freshman 15" is not a
myth. It goes without saying that food
is a huge part of college life. With all
this temptation surrounding us, it is
very easy to get carried away in the
over-consumption of decadent treats.
John
O. Holloszy
of
the
Washington University School of
Medicine claims that those who
practice
calorie-restricted
diets
have what they declare "profound
and sustained beneficial effects."
According
to Holloszy, cutting
back can help protect against
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, high
cholesterol and can even prolong
a person's life span. It's not about
self-deprivation or malnutrition; it's
simply a matter of moderation. There
is no need to eliminate something
completely, just practice self-control
and eat it sensibly. It is important to
establish a happy balance between
self-indulgence and self-deprivation.
This is also true of alcohol. There
is a large amount of research that has
been conducted regarding the overall
effects of alcohol, and some of the
results are quite surprising.
According to a study conducted
on the health benefits of alcohol at
The State University of New York
Potsdam, "Moderate drinkers tend
to have better health and live longer

than those who are either abstainers or
heavy drinkers." The study also notes
that moderate drinkers avoid health
problems like heart attacks, strokes,
diabetes, arthritis, enlarged prostate,
dementia and several major cancers.
Other studies have unearthed the
knowledge that people who drink
moderately (one to two drinks a day
for women and two to four for men)
actually live longer than those who
do not drink at all or drink heavily.
Moderate drinkers are also reported as
having fewer cases of hospitalization,
psychological stress, absences from
work and illnesses including ulcers,
diabetes mellitus, enteric infections,
rheumatoid arthritis, osteoporosis and
gallstones when compared to those
who drink heavily or not at all.
When faced with facts like these,
it is difficult not to recognize the
overall benefits that living a life with
a healthy balance of consumption can
bring. Food and alcohol do not have
to be completely cut out of one's life,
their intake just simply needs to be
regulated.
So, after Easter is over and you're
free to continue the lifestyle that you
previously led, just remember the selfcontrol and the reduced consumption
that you practiced during Lent.
These skills could help lead you to
a life of moderation and, ultimately,
prosperous health.
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Unpaid internships take advantage of student labor
Students should consider economic climate when deciding between internship or job
. By Katelyn Montero
The idea of working for hours
on a regular basis without so much
as minimum wage in return doesn't
exactly sound like a dream job, but
unpaid internships have more to offer
than a paycheck. Recently, unpaid
internships have come under scrutiny
by both the government and students
across the nation. Although unpaid
internships may not earn students
money right now, they can offer the
experience and necessary preparations
for a better job in the future.
With available jobs becoming
more scarcer, students are realizing
that they need both experience and a
padded resume to simply get in the
door. As job opportunities become
scarcer, the expectations for entrylevel employees become higher.
However, since the crux of an unpaid
internship is working for free, there
are several things students need to be
aware of so that the employers they
may work for do not take advantage
of them.
Many students believe that
they need a good internship in order
to secure a good job in the future.
However, corporations may be feeding
off of this desperation, coupled with
their need to turn a profit, in order to
coerce unpaid interns into doing the
job of a paid employee.
An article published in The New
York Times recognized and explored
this issue of legality. The article
explains that there have been many
situations where companies bring
in unpaid interns who end up doing
office work with little to no benefits in
return. A good internship, especially
an unpaid one, should consist of a
symbiotic relationship where the
employer teaches the intern about
their company or industry as the intern
does work for the employer.
Even if an unpaid internship is just
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working at an office job, there are still
many benefits that come from simply
being in a professional workplace.
Careerrealism.com
explains
that
one of the most important things
an intern can learn is appropriate
workplace behavior. Interns learn
appropriate dress for the workplace,
the company's chain of command and

how to work as a team player. Another
benefit the article addresses is having
an internship to get the experience of
a full-time job without a long-term
commitment. Students can explore
a number of different professions or
types of companies before getting
stuck in one in which they neither
work well in nor enjoy. In addition

to having something more on your
resume, a good relationship with a
boss can turn into a solid reference for
future employers.
The director of USD's Career
Services, Linda Scales, has some
good insight and advice to offer
regarding the selection of, and
decision to participate in, an

internship. She explains that the main
goal of an internship is to get a student
acquainted with a particular workplace
and to allow them to become familiar
with that type of organization or
profession. She says another positive
factor of internships is the opportunity
for networking. Students who are
working in the midst of an industry
learn who the big players are and gain
some personal references.
However, many students simply
cannot afford to work at an unpaid
internship in place of a part-time
paid job. An internship is a great
opportunity, but it should not put the
student in a position where they are
making a huge sacrifice by working in
an unpaid position instead of at a parttime or summer job.
Scales said that choosing to
participate in an internship is an
individual decision every time, and
she urges students to consider a variety
of factors before working as an intern.
Students should find out exactly how
many hours per week they will need
to dedicate to their internship, what
they hope to learn from the experience
and whether it might be possible to
negotiate a part-time or paid job in the
future. USD students are extremely
lucky to go to school in San Diego,
a city rich with diverse businesses
and industries, where the internship
opportunities are as diverse as the city
itself.
Ultimately, whether or not a
student chooses to partake in an
internship is an extremely personal
decision, but students should not rule
out unpaid internships as an option
'simply for the taboo nature of the word
"unpaid." Especially during these
hard economic times, internships
can provide students with accurate
insight, real-world experience and
professional behaviorism. Even if just
for a summer or a couple of months
during the year, an unpaid internship
can be an invaluable investment in the
future.
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Tram service useful for USD community
Benefits of on-campus transportation outweigh the costs
By Kelly Nassour
Don't feel like walking to class? Take the
tram. It's nice to have a luxurious service like
this provided for free.
Like all things that are fairly new, however,
there are bound to be errors in execution. What
matters is that the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. The tram system at USD has
more benefits then setbacks.
The tram runs Monday through Friday
across campus from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. There is
a tram that runs through the heart of campus
from the west side to the east side. This tram is
particularly useful because commuter students
can utilize this service to get to class without
having to walk up that treacherous hill.
Recently, some of the trams have added
bicycle racks to make it easier for students who
ride their bikes to benefit from the service, thus
extending the utility even further.
Trams are also available for special events.
The reservation must be made 14 business days
prior to the event, at $80 per hour with a twohour minimum. It's an expensive service, but it
is still a nice resource for the USD student body
and its organizations and clubs.
A tram also runs to and from Old Town
every weekday between 6:45 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
and 3 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., transporting students
in 30-minute intervals. Students who live near

Old Town and do not have a car always have
a ride to and from school. This service also
enables students who live on campus to easily
access the Old Town Transit Station, which acts
as a hub for San Diego's mass transit system.
According to USD's website, a tram
should hit each stop at least every 10 minutes.
However, from practical experience, many
students know that is not always the case. On
some occasions, students have had to wait
a significant amount of time for the tram to
come. The trams can also be tracked on their
trips around campus using usdtram.com, but
sometimes even this website can be inaccurate.
At certain times of day, especially around
the beginning and end of classes, the trams are
completely filled to the brim with students.
When this happens, the purpose of the trams is
almost defeated. Some students wind up being
late to class when they could have originally
walked and arrived on time, but instead spent
valuable time waiting for the tram. This is
especially difficult for students who live in the
Alcala Vistas or in Manchester Village, two
large housing communities slightly further
away from main campus.
Sophomore Meghan Toomayan, a resident
of the Vistas, has experienced some similar
drawbacks with the service. "The school could
benefit from another tram running because
sometimes what would be 15 minutes to get to

class turns into a half hour because the trams
are completely full," she said.
It would be useful if they added another
tram to each route to help with the overflow and
established set times for the trams, preferably
times that coincide with the start and end times
of classes.
However, despite the unpredictable nature
of the system, students, living on campus
greatly benefit from the option of walking to
class or taking the tram. Most students do not
have a problem with the trams because they
always give themselves enough time to get to
class, late tram or not.
"It's very rare that I experience a very
lengthy wait for the tram," sophomore Jessica
Severn said. "If you plan in 15 minute intervals
you shouldn't have a problem."
An added bonus to USD's tram service
is the rapport that the drivers have with the
students. Most students will utter a respectful
"thank you" to the tram drivers as they exit
the bus. Driver Rufino Carrato has a good
relationship with the USD community. "I
know everybody," he said, "they're just nice
students."
All students who utilize this service should
be grateful to have it. It can be unreliable at
times and, yes, it is exasperating when the tram
is late or it is too full to catch. But for the most
part, it is a service that helps more than it hurts.
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Muslim racism on our doorsteps
By Bianca Bruno
In recent months, there have been
increasing conflicts between the Tea
Party and liberals in regards to racial
tensions in the United States regarding
what it means, or, in the opinion of the
Tea Party, looks like, to be an American.
The Tea Party has taken to a "nativist"
agenda. They have accused different
racial groups of being "un-American"
not only because of their different
religious or social beliefs, but also
because they don't "look" American.
The recent anti-Muslim protest in
Yorba Linda, Calif., is just one of many
examples of what drastic immigranthating looks like. When those who
deem themselves as American want a
scapegoat for the many problems this
country has seen in the past 10 years
(most notably the economic downturn
and all the implications it has had on the
American lifestyle), they turn to blaming
a group of people unfairly stereotyped
as terrorists.
What has emerged since the
recession are two different visions of
what America should look like as the
economy and the American people pick
themselves up and dust themselves off.
One version takes a giant step backwards
in reaching equality for all people by
only accepting a certain type of person
as American, while one celebrates the
vision of America that Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. had for his children, in which
all men and women are created equal.
The new America that will come out
of the recession will ultimately depend
on who is willing to stand up for those
inalienable rights that are supposedly
protected under the Constitution.
According to the Orange County
Register, a fundraising event by the
Muslim group Islamic Circle of North
American Relief USA was protested on

Feb. 13 in Yorba Linda, Calif., by crowds
who carried signs that read "God bless
America" and "No Sharia law." The
fundraiser was held to raise $350,000 in
order to start social programs in support
of women and the homeless. The event
was attended by families and community
members who were subjected to racial
slurs and comments from more than 300
protesters.
Councilwoman Deborah Pauly
gave a speech to the crowd and was
videotaped making an allusion to the
fact that she thought violent actions
should be taken against the Muslim
community. "I don't even care if you
think I'm crazy anymore," Pauly said."I
know quite a few Marines who would be
happy to help these terrorists to an early
meeting in Paradise."
The Muslim community has
been characterized as extremist and
religiously fundamentalist
by the
mainstream media; the entire Muslim
community is stereotyped as "unAmerican" when in reality there are
many Muslim-Americans who live
beside those "Americans" who are
protesting their religion.
This anti-Muslim sentiment has
been a constant in American discourse
since Sept. 11, but it has gathered more
supporters in recent months as the Tea
Party has become more popular and
has received more media coverage.
According to Salon.com, in the past
several months, 15 states have either
approved or introduced measures to
ban Sharia, or Islamic law. Additionally,
there will be a hearing on terrorism
and U.S. Muslims held this week by
Peter King, chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee. Titled
"The Extent of Radicalization in the
American Muslim Community and That
Community's Response," the hearing
is supposed to address the increasing

"radicalization" of Muslim-Americans
in terms of Islamic Fundamentalism.
This
is
interesting
timing,
considering an article in The Washington
Post reported that University of North
Carolina terrorism expert Charles
Kurzman found there was an actual drop
in attempted or actual terrorist activity
by American Muslims - 47 in 2009
compared with 20 in 2010. The study
also found that not only was there a drop
in terrorist activity by Muslims, but also
that members of the Muslim-American
community were the largest source of
tips on potential terrorist activity.
It is unfair for the government to
stick their noses in religious business,
especially when our country has a
history of picking and choosing who to
put on the chopping block and who to
turn a blind eye to. None of the Roman
Catholic clergymen were subjected
to court rulings for sexually abusing
thousands of children, so why would the
government hold a hearing on potential
terrorist threats within the MuslimAmerican
community
when
that
community is already putting its best
foot forward to prevent any religious
fundamentalism?
The unfavorable representation of
Muslim-Americans in the media has
prompted the government to meddle
in religious business that should be
kept separate from the affairs of the
nation-state. Religious fundamentalism
is present in all religions, including
Christianity, yet the rights of these
groups have often been upheld in
accordance with the First Amendment.
The issues surrounding MuslimAmericans in the age of the War on
Terror have tested the American capacity
to embrace differences and to recognize
that not all Muslims are terrorists, that
many Muslim people are just as, if not
more, "American" than a Christian.
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Letter to the Editor
I would like to praise you, not as President of PRIDE, but as a Torero equal
to any other for your willingness to celebrate the achievements of the MILK
events.
The Vista, along with the administration from President Lyons on down,
has chosen to take the heat from alums, students, parents and donors who do not
support equal rights for the LGBT community. This decision is testament to the
University's Mission and values of fostering diversity, inclusion, social justice
and the promotion of human dignity being more than just words.
I am confident that the decision to support an event condemning acts of
violence and discrimination against any and all minorities is not only in line with,
but emblematic of, our Catholic identity.
It is thanks in no small part to the courage and integrity of The Vista, the
Administration and everyone who supported and/or attended this milestone event
that PRIDE received a special commendation from the City of San Diego Human
Relations Commission praising USD for its accomplishment in promoting these
values.
While nationally and internationally there remains a high level of inequality,
I am proud to be graduating from a Catholic University committed to erasing
such inequality from its campus and send leaders off into the world to do the
same there.
With love and respect,
- Joseph Christopher Rocha , a very proud Catholic Torero
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Don't throw all inhibitions to the wind this spring break
If your spring break destination happens to be of the snowy nature, similar consequences
It's the most wonderful time of the year. Our midterms are over, the weather is beautiful
of irresponsible consumption can ensue. Hot tubs are a special area of concern. Although
and the hotties are abundant. Ladies and gentlemen, spring break is finally upon us. Time to
reality shows glamourize drinking in jacuzzis, it is best to avoid mixing the two. Hot tubs and
get crazy! Well, not too crazy.
drinking increase your risk of dehydration, dizziness, unconsciousness and loss of inhibitions.
Spring break has long been a time of euphoria for students, and terror and panic for
The effects of alcohol are felt more quickly because your body is already trying to compensate
parents and school administrators. For some, the quintessential spring break trip consists of
for the dramatic rise in outside temperature.
heavy boozing, hot sun and possibly a wet T-shirt contest. However, we are all mature adults
Speaking of loss of inhibitions, beware of the spring break hook-up. It may seem like a
and we know that this is not a viable use of our time. We have earned our liberation; we
good idea at the time, but pictures may end up on Facebook and
have slaved over presentations and case studies long enough. This
display a less-than-pristine-image. The same applies when posting
is our time to relax, and we will return from our vacations with
44 Whether jetting off to somewhere any spring break photos to Facebook.
subdued minds and bodies.
"With employers scowering Facebook now more than ever, it
Whether jetting off to somewhere tropical or playing in tropical or playing in the snow, it is
is important to choose your photos wisely," Feature Editor Chelsea
the snow, it is important to practice safety during spring break.
Robinson said. "It can greatly affect your chances of getting hired.
We know what you're thinking - your mom has given you the important to practice safety
Facebook owns all of your images, so even uber-private users are
speech over half a dozen times. But there is a tendency for college during spring break.
at
risk."
students to feel like we are invincible and impervious to harm.
With the recent gang-related shootings going on south of the
Before you go on a trip, Editor in Chief Kaitlin Perry warns to
border, some areas of Mexico are a breeding ground for high-degree crimes and kidnappings.
take care of things at home, and she says to "leave enough food and water for your cats if you
Many schools, including Texas universities, have sent out e-mails warning their students not
go out of town; their safety and well being are important too."
to
travel.
Here at The Vista, we have had our share of spring break misadventures and can impart
"If you go abroad, be sure to know the closest hospital and how local law enforcement
wise tips to stay safe on your week of lowered restrictions, and we have several pointers to
works before you go," Opinion Editor Sarah Jorgensen said. "It will save you a lot of time and
help you make it through next week tragedy-free. "Don't drive drunk no matter what Kid Cudi
trouble."
says," Perry said. "Also, don't post on Facebook that you and all of your roommates who live
This is especially true if you happen to be traveling to Third World countries, whether tor
at 123 Mission Beach Court are going to Mexico for a week. Your house WILL be broken
volunteer work or for relaxation. In addition, to avoid break-ins abroad, book a hotel room on
into."
a higher floor. The first floor is easy access to robberies.
Although this may seem like a stretch, criminals can access your home address via the ISP
We would hate to see any of you mimic Christina Aguilera this week and be carried into
address on your electronic device. Robberies have already occurred at the beach this year, so
a jail cell. It would kill us to see any of you emulate Charlie Sheen and be caught with two
these extra precautions are key.
hookers in a hotel room. Here at The Vista, we care. It may be wise to take graphic designer
"Watch your drinks!" Copy Editor Jennifer Gabrielli said. "If you set it down, don't pick
Lori Millslagle's advice. "Stay inside," she said. "And if you have to go out, look so dumpy
it back up. And when drinking in the sun remember to hydrate with a lot of water.
that everyone thinks you're homeless and leaves you alone. It works for me.
The buddy system can help avoid unwelcome advances, too, as both people can keep an
Have a safe spring break from all of us here at The Vista.
eye out for one another.
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The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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"A friend knows the song in my heart and sings it to me when my
memory fails
- DONNA ROBERTS

9

Kanye West steals more than Taylor Swift's moment
By Kaitlin Perry
When Kanye West released his new
music video for "All Of The Lights," I
grew red with anger, and then purple,
green, outlined in white, yellow, sparkly
and finally, completely out of nowhere,
Japanese characters appeared on my
skin, even though there is nothing
Japanese about me. I felt cheated. Why?
Because I had seen the video's credit
sequence before in one of my favorite
films, "Enter the Void," and one of my
least favorite musicians was using it in
his Hype-Williams directed music video.
I couldn't comprehend the idea
that one "filmmaker," if Hype Williams
should even be called that, would steal
a unique idea from another filmmaker
and try to pass it Off as his own. Being
the moral student that I am, I have never
once dreamed of plagiarizing. It has
been burned into my brain by all of my
teachers that plagiarizing is bad, illegal
and wijl get me kicked out of school.
How on earth, then, is plagiarizing
okay in the real world of fame and
recognition?
After researching this topic for
about two weeks, I have come to the
conclusion that no matter how stupid
the fans of pop stars are, plagiarism is
still not okay in the real world, as is
evidenced by the hundreds of angry
bioggers and online news sources that
willingly pointed out West's video's
uncanny resemblance to director Gaspar
Noe's title sequence. However, the
angry bioggers were accompanied by
illogical commentators, who said things
like "Kanye did it better" and "It's just
typography."
Such idiocy brings up the question,
what is good music? I am extremely
confused by people's willingness to
ignore what's ethically right solely
because they like the person who
performed, or was part of performing,
the unethical action. Regarding West's
video, fans of his music, some of which
are my own friends, defended him by
saying "Kanye's new album rocks,
get off the bandwagon... Rip offs are
all around." Apparently the perceived
quality of work someone produces
negates anything bad that said someone
does.
So, what is good music? Does
it simply have to have a good, albeit
extremely repetitive, beat that will make
you dance when you're drunk at a dive

bar? Does it require a slutty dancer to

Kelsey Perry/The Vista
Music video director Hype Williams has been accused of copying the credit sequence of French filmmaker Gaspar Noe's latest film, "Enter the Void," in his new music video for
Kanye West's "All OfThe Lights."

show you her ass in the music video?
Does it have to have meaningful lyrics?
Does it have to have intricate guitar riffs,
or maybe even a heartstring-pulling
piano solo? Maybe it's as simple has
having to evoke some kind of emotion,
any kind of emotion, when you hear it.
The answers to these questions
highly depend on the intelligence level
of listeners. Because of this, I feel that
the following example might ring true
with my peers at USD. Let's say you're
an art student studying photography and
the subject matter of your senior thesis
is sleeping cats. The entrance to your
exhibition is lined with multi-colored
yarn and cat toys, and the background
music is an electronic song by LFO. Your
exhibit gets rave reviews and is blogged
about by at least 10 of your peers. The
next week, a wannabe photographer
who went to your exhibit is presenting
her exhibit. Her entrance is also lined
with multi-colored yarn and cat toys, but
her subject matter is domestic violence
in the ghetto. The background music?
West's "All OfThe Lights."
How does this make you feel? Do
you think she's original? Do you think

she should get credit for the creative
entrance decorations, or do you think
she stole your idea? I would go with the
latter, and I would sue her ass and/or get
her kicked out of USD for plagiarism.
Williams is no director in my
eyes. His creations are simply ripoffs of other director's creations, and
"Enter the Void" isn't the only example
of his embarrassing technique. Lil'
Wayne's new video for 6'7" copies
specific scenes from uber-popular film
"Inception." Though it's much more
obvious to the general public that the
video is a half-assed, trashy duplicate of
the well-known film's keystone scenes,
it's still the same issue of ethics: stealing
a movie's idea and claiming it as his
own.
That's the thing, though, with
Williams' videos. They're trashy.
They're a combination of a musician's
music, an artsy film's
idea and an
abundance of half-naked women. I
came across an article titled "Five Other
Movies That Inspired Hype Williams
Videos," and it pointed to 2Pac's
"California Love" as a rip-off of "Mad
Max Beyond Thunderdome;" Busta

Rhymes' "Put Your Hands Where My
Eyes Can See" as a rip-off of "Coming to
America;" Busta Rhymes' "Dangerous"
as a rip off of "Berry Gordy's The Last
Dragon" and a parody of scenes from
"Lethal Weapon;" Nas' "Street Dreams"
as a rip-off of "Casino" (and I accuse
the song of unabashedly ripping off
[or sampling, as the uncreative like to
call it] Eurythmics' "Sweet Dreams"
as well); and finally 01' Dirty Bastard's
"Got Your Money" as a compilation and
rip-off of scenes from "Dolemite."
Williams has no shame in stealing,
and, dare I say, no shame in assuming
the audience of his music videos has no
clue where the cool and original ideas
are coming from. He doesn't appreciate
your intelligence, hip hoppers, and
therefore you shouldn't appreciate his
"creative genius."
This whole situation is ridiculous,
but it's even more ridiculous that this
far into my article some people still
probably think it's okay to use other
people's art as your own. How could
Williams be considered an amazing
director when his video is, in ODB's
case, just a mixture of scenes from a

movie? He didn't direct those, why
should he get the credit?
In thre case of "All OfThe Lights,"
many people have said that it's just
fonts or it's just the credits - that it's
not original anyway. Are they kidding?
First, the credits are not some simple
Word Art tool that Williams found on
Microsoft Word; that type of sequence
takes more than just the click of a few
buttons. Second, credits are obviously
important, that's why Williams copied
them. And third, if it wasn't original,
how are people able to name just one
director as being copied in this case?
Yeah, that's what I thought.
Much to my disgust, Williams isn't
the only "artist" in the world of Top
40 that is copying other artists. We all
know that Lady Gaga is the poor man's
Madonna, and apparently Lil' Kim has
accused Nicki Minaj of stealing her
essence. But stealing one's essence is
often the only way the undeserving
can get their 15 minutes - just ask Best
Coast, who one blogger has rightfully
deemed a "cut rate Jenny Lewis."
Then come the musicians that aren't
smart enough to notice that their songs
sound just like someone else's. While
they certainly should be blamed for their
carelessness, the blame truly deserves
to be placed on their producers. Cases
in point: Kelly Clarkson, whose song
"Naked Eye" is a rip off of Arcade Fire's
"Rebellion (Lies);" Britney Spears,
whose song "Hold it Against Me" is a
rip off of the Bellamy Brothers' "If I
Said You Had a Beautiful Body Would
You Hold It Against Me;" and Katy
Perry, whose song "California Gurls" is
a rip off ofThe Beach Boys' "California
Girls." Lesson learned - changing one
letter in a word doesn't make your song
original.
So what's to be gathered from the
lack of respect in the current world of
pop music? First, if you're not creative
enough to make your own songs or music
videos, you should reconsider your
career as a "musician" or "filmmaker"
(ahem, Lupe Fiasco and your song "The
Show Goes On," ahem). Second, the
good musicians don't ever rip off the
bad musicians, and the bad musicians
are only considered good when they
"sample" or "emulate" the work of
others. Third, copying other people can
help you to make millions of dollars, so
ignore your professors, my dear peers,
and plagiarize your term papers as you
please. It will only get you further in this
sham world we live in.
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senior thesis
art
shows
by lauren millslagle
Each spring, graduating art majors show their work in a solo senior thesis show. This show
marks the end of their journey as a USD student, and the beginning of their plunge into the real
world. For one week, students exhibit their art in the Visual Arts Gallery, host a reception and
provide an oral defense. During the oral defense, students must answer questions, often critical of
the work presented, from the art faculty. Aside from a verbal explanation, art majors must also write
a thesis statement that discusses their identity as an artist and how the pieces fit into the show.
The structure of each show is completely up to the artist. Each senior can use any medium
(painting, sculpture, drawing, etc.) or any combination of mediums. Most seniors assemble a show
that has pieces that best represent their artistic style and how long they spend on their art work.
How the artists choose the work varies as some artists use primarily work from their junior and
senior classes, while others work completely outside of their classes. The one thing that all the
shows have in common is that they are each a visual representation of the artist as an individual.
Senior shows change weekly, and are located on the ground level in Camino. See schedule
below for times and shows.

visual arts center
sacred heart hall
9am - 5pm

These exhibitions showcase the
works of visual arts students
graduating in Spring 2011

February 21 - February 25

Jennifer Shoemaker

February 28 - March 4

Alexandra Noel

March 7 - March 11

Jennifer Matsumoto

March 21 - March 25

Alexandra Nelson

March 28 - April 1

Skye Weinglass

April4 - April 8

Alexia Rosenberg

April 11 - April 15

Amanda Holland

April 25-April 29

Sogoal Zolghadri

May 2 - May 6
May 9 - May 16

Angela Viens
Natalie Kunstadter / Milou Teeling

2011
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senior theses

THURSDAY, MARCH 10,

alexandra
noel

amanda
holland

The Vista: What is your major and/or minor,
including your emphasis?
Alexandra Noel:
wuijor ig yngyyad arbg coibu.

The Vista: What is your major and/or
minor including your emphasis?
Amanda Holland:
major cf\ vCgyyadarbg

ISr. empkagig ir, paivACrySj OvA pkobo^rapCyv], [avA
Tm\ yyoco aoorkivytj cpibU. gcyxUpbore. K<^ mivxprg are
CpmvruxvyicAior. ghAieg, aAb~igbort^ OvA E-rUjiigU..

cpibU. Or.emfkqgig ivy. viguyod commxxricabiorg.

V: Tell us about the style of your artwork.
AN: X ytge add AiffereA meAioxms,. gomAimeg
Cpwybivyir^j biyEvry- bo cpmvryeA or- bbe 5£p^>"^lcov^ of
bUe CxjjymOvy. mirA OvA boArj. A 2ol of A cpAaiyyg
SjrA-Qike piaJbbewxg. frprbodg of daAAerg OvA rppeg

V: Tell us about the style of your artwork.
AH: I Hike, Io uge gimcpde, fdab gCxapeg Io make
iddugbrabiorg bUab are eago\ Io uvAErgbavyxL ovxA
gbraujlA Io bUe poirb, pfber- aboub iggueg bUab
are. mxxck- mxyre compdicabA

V: What is your thesis show about?
AH: RWj gixooo 1g cornvrEvAaro^ or. bixe
meblxoAg egA b<s) Ovximad rUybg CjroUpg lo
ejabCxEr abberALor.. P\ogb of bke Ovximcd Ocbixngb
^roupg 1Age xjrapCxic., 5canAj ivratjEg of Ovuv. adg
Io gCxock viecoerg avA cyb bCyeiv abbevAior.. Tr.
gl^oop, I(raxre maAe iddjAgbrqbiorg avA
proAucbg abooA arivrad abyge avA ri^CAg btxab
<Jo rob uge. Ovyvf gCxock bacbCc.g, bcJr ivxgbeaA epb
psopdeg Aberbior. OPACX. bCxe AegLcyx-.

r%\ i

OvA ^rerj-igCy- fdegk. boreg OpAr. bda.dk. bojckcjrouvAg.
TA Aegcribe A ag paACaddrj gurreadgbic. avA mogbdr]
grjmbodic. \boriyytj mvj bUegig or A Aeftrge, mrj
profeggorbbxilld keJULr). caOOeA yrjyf opprk. 'oAA. blA CrxO. cjooA oPOvj." I k-u!wic Irry. ejoivuj lo gbick ypibCy. bUA
Aegcripbior-.

x

\»JXJ

V: What is your thesis show about?
AN: X CyqA rrj/j gevxictr bbegig gbooP (Lasb opeek Fpgb.
2-Q bUrooojiy. b\Orcd. 4-]. X pA Cry. O. caMLeACorx. of

ll']> <ll>

paivAivujg, pCypbo^rapkg avA gcALpbureg X (^axre beer.
oporkinj pry. for bke pagb bCyrEe rpEOrg. AdbCyousjl-x.
bCyevj are add AifferevA rreAuAvrg, bCyeuj add CuA a.
bbevre of rrAtriadizivySj bbe rrivA OvA boAvjg
ooryyecbicrr. OvA AigcprvcecA. X cUpge cpiyA mvj
pyofg-SSot-^ avA I bedCeueA cpeve bbe gbrprsjegb pieceg
X CyqA Cry, aid bbree rreAiJurrS.

V: What are your post graduation plans as
an artist?
AH: Ropefy<ddoj bec-ovrJLruj Or, irxrCxoygE
AegujrEr for O. ComparuAj.

V: Do you have any advice for future art
majors?
AH: fbick Io rr,fikivxtj bbe kivA of Orb vjou.
(Like. Io rrake, OvA Aorbdeb Ovyc^ore cLx( -je
v/our gbc^de or Cxoco
opprk

ipu. feeJL aboub

<^ouj- poor.

Ciray Matter
(/ senior thesis exhibition

Senior Amanda Holland's illustrations
expose without exacerbating the harships
imposed upon some animals.

Image Courtesy
Amanda Holland

V: What are your post-graduation plans as an
artist?
AN: I opidd be tjoiryty bo e^rqApAre gcbxood for
f.yye arbg Cry, bbe fadd lo e^eb vru/j rryqgber S Aesjree
bbopefuddaj, TQd lye, abde lo become a. prpfeggpr of
\ngoyad orb gpmeAaoy
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V: Do you have any advice for future art
majors?
AN: AAvCce X (roue fbr f uboyre orb majorg ig bp

ii

jen
matsumoto

adoparg be. ppEr. for crdricigrr. OvA rob bo bake A
pergoryqdlLvj. "Bui bCypA Apegrxb meqvx. rjou. (roue Io
drOry^e rfour orb becqjuge gomEor.e gcxCjtjegbg rfovy
gtxpudA. ASso, Aorib bCxivxk bUqJr jusl becauge Orb ig
a. vigoyad experiEryce bCxab Ag rob imporbqvA bp
reaA. cprAe avA gpeak abovA A. Xl oar, UelLp peopQe
yxvAergbavA aJrEre i/)ou- Ore corrivxtj from. OvA if
edge, A Cxedpg vpu. yuAettebarA. ^coUx^

Jfoibr jbbf colk^ dffixc/zA Ao
bo_Cvrprpve OvA provAeg rEiP Aeog. ArA (Lagbdrj,
brt/j add meACuxyrg axraiSLabde. Viewer divrA rpurgedf
beeOJutge yyooy bbxirxk rjou. COvx. orxdLr\ be tjppA A pr
erxjovj ore bCxCvuj.

The Vista: What is your major and/or minor
including your emphasis?

Students peruse artwork (above) made by
Alexandra Noel during her senior art show in
the Visual Arts Gallery on Feb. 28 to March
4. Her show "Gray Matter" included painting,
photography and sculpture.

Photos by Alexandra NoeC

V: Anything else we should know about you, your artwork,
or your plans?
AN: \oCr.~JUe T&asevrevA ^ociebnf. keep avx. erf. ou«l for OPT
gixoco A Rig. evA of bixis gerresbev. AM. sluAe»J"^ coidd be abde
bp gubrrA apork ArAacb ~VAb}agerreyAfocietrjfa)^m.aid.coyry. or
"Like' yyg or.Tkcebook.
Check out theglassaviary.blogspot.com for Alexandra's artwork.

viguxad arbg ooibU. or.
EVrpCxOgig ivy. [/igyxqd COmvruvxLCqbiorg. [l-Ac-j] mivxor ig
Cry, bugivxegg qArrivxigbrqbCor,

Jen MatSUmOtO: FFV/j w^jot- csl

V: Tell us about the style of your artwork.
JM: T qvr. qdoPO.ajg CvxgpireA bff bbe cdxqvxsjivxsj Aegujrx.
oPprdA. IOvr. ivxfdu£vxcA birj CorAreyrC^orart^ Aegie^r. OvA
mi^C bCxab ivAo mvj pErgorad Uigboro] OvA ExpEriEvxCJEg.

AdjCxpU^b. X Ap a. dpb of mu^ coorfc ugivxSj {kg. compArEr;
Tiro, Io ivxcorporabe mAf Araxxsivxsjg Og
Og
Ppggibde. If-rA A CmpprbovA Io uge bbxe compubtr Og
jugb Ovxpbi>x£r food Io compdebe U^e. Aegitjrx. f>roc£.<g. I
(LkvJ U^aJt yrU>J lOOffc becx3Vry£f> rixir-Ey- OruA kwf/J iAeag
are. fuoAC^er AexreSLo^eA ajU^yy, X arry. ahde, Io briruj rru^
l^qyxA Ara^oiryq't Or-A iAeag irJio rror\ prpjedg. X Acrii/E.
Io be. yjErt/J p»^Eilige, OyyA A&iaideA. u)(^£w. coorkirujj pry.
kv\^j JfrcjecJg, I Iwj rrusf bEg^ lo Ap tl Io U^£. b&A~ of kvv^j
qbiJLiirj.

sogoal
zolghadri

V: What is your thesis show about?
JM: "PdjtfiSe. ISgyvov/g- Vfeuu- f,Cyoefi!' in a. cJuSLrryjLryjdcLovy, of

The Vista: What is your major and/or minor including
your emphasis?
Sogoal Zolghadri:
major eg yjguAd arbg CPCM*. a.

O, ujpciruj ooovyy&rig p>«a§l OvyA J>rEg£rd- EX-^EriEyy^EH. "Ttvg.
boAuf of ooork ig Oyy. ^K^doraJrior, pf CJaSjtuyrE., [raAiiior,,
furryjdoi fiyyA vq!Lu£f>. 1U£. coprfz egpeciaffdu] erryfC^qgiz£g
ItvC. Lrr^pyA-avu^E. of fayryidrj Or\A
Upbriry^iruj
a, odralL rods, ivy, a. yEygor^^ (Life. TUv-ou^U. j>aJ-(trrg av\A
ricir- vigoAL ivryJUyEroJ, a. LajyyJjcyjZXje EvryJEi-Cfig {kaJr Asaig
uxifn. yErgovyjdL cJrAULeryJjeg fig CPEHS, Og a££OVrypdCS&yrryeyyJg.
A 5p«ao£. lo "rEvryOje rfooyr ^koeg Chaste a. AigcjagjioryqbooJi \Cy£, ^oyrrouvALrUj^ OvA be rErruvAeA pf Uy£^
ppyryfpA pf beivyS) A lyprrye.

V: What are your post-graduation plans as an
artist?
JM: Aflfc- qrfAujAivuj frpyry,
I OPOiadA Hike, lo
AAtrA a, $f>eciaOizeA cjrAuAe pro<jrav*y, Lr, (jra^Uic.
AegUjyy, A ftv/SjT gcir^ood ivy. CALiforryia.. pydskocuj(r- rry^l
aA couvges avA frpfegsorg Cyjere aic U<t> k<we lALpA
rrje bo devefiop yry^yj btci^ryiCfjye OvA ^brjLe, I oOOudA
(Love bo Uyn/e bi^e cJ^Ovys^e bp fuv-biyer yryjy^ apprk. A a.
cp-aAvuAe dexreSL lUe. e^raAocAe gci^ood procyrayrg are
yew) coyrypAibive OvA, if rypb aa^epbA ru^A
I
Jsdavy, bo f-vA O. job coorkivysj Cry, Aegu^yy.. I ooarJr bp biabde lo coot-fc in, bUe. ivAugbrt^ avA cyA a, feed for apUA
ii- bruivj iS dike, bo be a, Ae/£jjyy£r coorkiruj coibU. cSLievAi
[qAbyjtriryJj lol AeaAdCryjEg OvA J>oigCUvy^ r^vjgedf lo llvuxfe
oA&Ae bbyjt. hak lo coyry^deJbe. prvjeAg. EveAuAHLvj, J
uOoALA dcSfC bp reburyy. bypyryt, lo h\Aui.. bbl. bp tu/€. OvA
upprk ag a. Aegi^ryEv. xl ig irry^orbavyj' bo yryjt. lo b& fibdt.
bp tjiue bauk bp bUe eovrvrujyvAu) bi^A (^ag tjii/Evy. rrue

•

cjprcerArabCor. Cry. pqivAivuj OvA ArOxpiruj.

V: Tell us about the style of your artwork.
SZ: T&^Ul rocp, yryvj gbufie ig O- badavyce bebype£r. pdqvxreA
gpaceg avA gporoAic. p(LacerrevA of codor avA gCxape.

V: What is your thesis show about?
SZ: h\qj bUegjg foexxgeg or. bUe Aigaorrecb from, ore
pErgor. bo

Senior Jen Matsumoto (bottom right) works in her studio in the Camino
basement. Above are pieces included in her senior thesis show, titled
"Please Remove Your Shoes," now showing. Her poster is shown bottom left.

cotli\- a. SodA foxAvAAiory. of cotio X qyry. boAavj.
V: Do you have any advice for future art majors?
JM: ll'5 ry£ijEr boo eardrj bo ^barb bUivykivuj aboA rjour
gtvyLor bkegig AdbiyooujCy. A ig O. VErvj bivry. ruyrguyrriwcj
OvA <foyyyAivrxAg sbrettfuxll. f>roc£.<?>. A ig O. C^rtA
fyCJ>erCtyy£je. VOXAV f-rgb Aea.
rypb (?C. rjpoir f-ryad.

Aea^ everrforye roeAs lo ^arb Sor^EcoUere IUVOOJ^U.
biy£. proc£fX. blyEre uii&d (?e cUAULevyOfig bo OvErcpy^e, bA
A uiiSML orJLrf rryake Ojoia. O. bAbtr Orbigb OvA cfjje rjpu.
biyje abidAv] lo opprk. bkrocujk probder^g Cry. biy£. fAwre.
AA.oOOJUfi Ap QPork bbxA ig bru£. Ip cpbxp ufou. Ore OvA
cpiyA rfpvx. cpaA obCyErg bp kyypcp abcA rfOP.. if rfOP.
keep rpurgEdf Cry. yryivA OvA Ap cpiyA rjou. Love, rjocc
gCypAA ryEy/Er be. orJkapspo^ CPACx- opbA rjoArC AoirUj.

Photos by Lauren Millslagle

V: Anything else we should know about you, your
artworks or your plans?
JM: I tvopc. buA people are abde lo ivAeraA opAU.
rrytrj gEvyirv bUjgig EJcUibAiory.. I tpqA pepptfc Ip feed
cpvyforbabde avA cpeb bUe gEvxge of bEiruj ivy. a. 5«fe.
cpvryforbivy^ gpOPe. f>urivy^ rryvj f-rgb rfEOr A
I 5brusjtjdeA OvA X yryJiggejA bUe. cpvryfbrb bUA Upy^e
proviAeA yrje.IaPOS abde bo rtcpryyyjtA cotfk. Cypvrye
bUroiA^Cy. yyjr\ AegUjry. cPork. Ai4 cpqg cpyrxforbiruj bo me,
OvA I Cyppe bUA vigAprg lo rrpr\ skpao apiSLd be. abde lo
feed bb\ig cpmforb ag ooeQd.

Check out jmats.weebly.com for Jennifer's artwork.

OvxobCxEr; more gpedf-caddvj bUe compdecAieg
lAvxLCfjxe lo eajebx. boAuf avA mivA Cxooo bopp goudg
gbrvxijtjde Ip fyJULvj vxvAergbarA bbxe obUer. Afber
orkroip(LeA<jivxCy gyxcJr. Aiffererceg, I come bo yuAergbavA
Uxe yxrAerdvprytj iyygUjrifLcqyyce of A add.

V: What are your post graduation plans as an artist?
SZ: M.C/J pogb tjrAcyabior. pLarg 0g of rooP Ore bo
COvAirxue rrvj opprk ag a. cake Aecorabor OvA I© keep
proApcivyg opprk T rrav\ ex/Evy. Cp CvAo cdidArEvCg bookg
OvA iddugbrqbior..

V: Do you have any advice for future art majors?
SZ: if </pu- tPOvA I© be Or, orb major; Aorb corxnvyce
rjOprgedf pA pf A. )bA6d be ^byappier
oplrab ajOlA. oPOvA.

pgy^ot^- tf tpu

Ap

Check out honeyhymnai.biogspot.com for Sogoal's artwork.
Senior Sogoal Zolghadri works on water color paintings (top right) in her
studio in the Camino basement as part of her preparation for her Senior
' Thesis show which will be held in Apr. 25 to 29.The paintings are untitled
Photos by Lauren Millslagle works.
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Bloggers have a spot on Sirius XMU
EDITORS

Kyle Strickland
kstrickland@usdri.sta.corn

By Will Schmidt
Over the years, FM and AM radio
have diminished in stature. While other
broadcasts, such as Sirius XM Radio,
have stolen a lot of the spotlight,
there is a fundamental flaw with these
programs that allows some breathing
room for FM and AM. The fact that one
needs to pay for Sirius XM has stunted
its growth, but people are wondering
now more than ever if the small fee of
$12.95 a month is worth it.
FM and AM seem to be pushing
listeners away with their decrease in
music airtime and increase in ads. That,
and the fact that most stations play the
same 10 songs on repeat all day, adds
up after a while. But people will not
stand for this anymore. A select few
have stood up against the hypocrisy that
is free radio with their middle fingers
in the air. With a magnificent fusion
of news, music and radio, music blogs
have burst onto stage and are beginning
to steal the show.
Sirius XMU, a channel available
through the satellite radio, has
realized the momentum behind such
blogs like Hipster gunoff and My
Old Kentucky Blog. These are just
two of many, and the names only get
crazier, including Gorilla vs. Bear and
Brooklyn Vegan. The blogs started
out independently, and while they still
operate as independent blogs, Sirius
XMU decided to implement programs
on their airwaves that host the DJs and
blog hosts.
HRO, MOKB and other blogs
sprung from humble roots, however.
HRO, for example, states on its website
that it is "maintained by Carles, an
anonymous blogger." The website
continues to describe this blogger,
stating, "Carles is the blogger/writer/
editor-in-chief/journalist
behind
Hipster Runoff [who hosts] blog radio
every Monday on Sirius XMU."
MOKB, on the other hand, is run
by a group of people, albeit a small one.
However, this grassroots dedication to
the expansion of musical knowledge
is not without reward. While MKOB
is still working towards an elite level
of praise, their efforts are more than
noticeable, both in quality of website
and DJs. HRO on the other hand was
awarded "2010 Blog of the Year" by
Time Magazine.
And the lauding does not stop
there. Gorilla vs. Bear is a Texas-

based blog that has been labeled the
"New York Times of hipster blogs"
and has been praised by Rolling Stone
and Newsweek for its quality. With an
award-winning Sirius program, it is
easy to see why Gorilla vs. Bear is so
influential.
Brooklyn Vegan is a New Yorkbased music blog that took their
publicity in a different direction. With
the aim of informing the public about as
much new domestic and international
music as possible Brooklyn Vegan
has taken to the streets to sponsors
countless local events, such as concerts.
They constantly promote their name to
the people through powerful sessions
of radio on Sirius XMU.
This all says a lot, about the
quality of these music blogs for one,
but also about the amount of attention
these blogs can raise. It is a very big
deal for an independent blogger to
draw the attention of such prestigious
magazines as Time and Rolling Stone.
But all the attention makes sense
when the streaming Sirius XMU gig is
factored in along with uniquely creative
websites to display direct and accurate
music reports. These bloggers get it.
But it goes beyond simply writing
and reporting about new music
coming out. The bloggers take it upon
themselves to organize their reports
as well. For example, HRO has a list
of 140 different musical themes, with
designations ranging from "Australian
Bands," to "2kl0 Buzzbands" and
everything in between; any one topic
from HRO can house anywhere
between one and 20 songs just waiting
to be heard.
MOKB has a swift working drop
down menu of every category of
music found on their blog. They stick
little, pink "update" stickers next to
headers with new music, and MOKB
is constantly updating their music.
Every single page on MOKB is filled
to the brim with fresh tunes; it's almost
overwhelming at points.
Each blog also has a very detailed
"News" header that breaks down all of
the past, present and possible future
happenings in the music world. This
meshing of free news and music can be
considered a form of social networking
or bookmarking, so it makes sense
that the majority of feedback given to
the DJs and about blogs themselves
come from other social media sites like
Facebook and Twitter.

Ryan Coghill
rcoahiU@usdrista.coin

,\

MY OLD KENTUCKY SLOG

Kyle Strickland/The Vista

Gorilla vs. Bear, My Old Kentucky Blog, Hipster Runoff andThe Hype Machine are all blogs that have airtime slots on Sirius XMU.The
featured hosts give great insight to the happenings in music culture.

Perhaps the coolest aspect of these
integrated social media blogs is the
use of the website hypemachine.com.
While Hype Machine is a music blog
of sorts, the main purpose of the site
is to take top-rated songs from other
music blogs, such as HRO and MOKB,
and stream them for free on its website.
So in a sense, it's a giant hub for
various music blogs to score some free
promotion while also furthering their
overall goal of new music appreciation
and awareness.
The absolute best part of these

music blogs and their addition to Sirius
XMU is the fact that they succeed
where FM and AM have begun to fail.
The small fee for satellite radio dispels
the onslaught of advertisements, so
the stream of new music from aired
music blogs continues for 60 minutes,
sometimes more, without stopping.
Off the air, the websites are able
to take their Sirius XMU programs and
broadcast them for free via podcast.
Since most of the artists are not very
well known, the free publicity is always
appreciated. New music used to be

restricted to the airwaves of FM and
AM, but when ads steal more airtime
than the music, and record labels are
paying radio stations millions of dollars
to play Katy Perry's new single 15
times a day, new music becomes lost.
Music blogs provide a way to
educate one's self in new music,
whatever genre one craves. The new
music blog can almost be seen as a
complete replacement for outdated FM

and AM radio waves. And for a small
fee, Sirius XMU can enhance that
experience even more.

Obligatory senior The funny man without a job
job freak-out
By Cedric Hubert

By Kyle Strickland
Job hunting really sucks. It forces
you to pretend that you really love to
work, just so you can get a job. The
world is just a cruel, awful place for all
graduating students, even if they have
several silver spoons on their utility
belt, as I do.
I was offered two jobs already,
both about a month ago, and both for
the same company. I applied to this
particular company several times, first
going through a small division and
then applying through my executivelevel family friend for a separate
position in Boston.
I recently* met a senior-level
salesperson as well, and he encouraged
me to send him my resume so that he
could hire me under him as a field
sales associate. This all happened
relatively quickly, but in each case, I
was offered a position. Not just told
about - offered.
However, in the first case the offer
was retracted, possibly even forgotten.
The Boston hiring interviewers
initially assured me that they would
fly me to Boston, accommodate for
hotels and set up a final interview, at
which point I would be offered the
position if all went well.
The flight was never booked, and I
wasn't further contacted until Monday
morning: "We're sorry, but we forgot
we told you that we were going to fly
you out, and we have unfortunately
given the job to some other jackass,"
is what the letter should have said.
Rejection letters need to be more
honest.
I'm not positive about the other
one, which really makes me nervous.
It seems like a lofty offer, and the guy
hasn't returned any of my calls or

emails. I fear the offer was made to
impress my dad, trying to pay my dad
back for all of the things he apparently
did for the guy. I really fear he is only
promising me a far-fetched idea of a
job that he will never actually provide;
he stopped answering his phone and
did not follow through with his plans
for meeting again in person.
So, other seniors, I know it's
hard to see me complain when I've at
least gotten offers. But to have them
promised and then ripped away hurts
worse. Or maybe it doesn't, I guess I
don't know. I do know that I now have
one foot in the same boat as the jobless
masses, as I thought I'd never have.
I really thought that I'd be handed
something (like I almost was) and
really not have to do much work to get
it. I mean, that's been my life thus far,
anyway.
For a good while, I planned on
becoming an English teacher after
I graduated. When I was a junior in
high school, I saw myself graduating
college and heading straight to a high
school district, where I would inspire
young minds as my amazing English
teachers inspired mine. I kept this
idea alive through my first two years
at USD, but then my "dream" began
morphing, thinning and quickly
fizzling out all together.
My stepmom was the first to pull
the thread of this unraveling sweater
of dreams. She was the one who made
me realize that 1 was going to make
absolutely no money.
That was fine with me, until I
realized I was costing my family
$40,000 a year and living a vacation
lifestyle only to go into a huge amount
of debt with no means to pay it off.
1 would basically be paying a lot of
money to earn no money in a job that
the majority of Americans consider to
be too easy and not worthy of spending
state funds on. Though I love English,
it just doesn't make sense to go into
the profession right now. I know some
day down the line I will return to it.
I had set on getting a "real-world"
job, but unfortunately the real world
doesn't want really me. What do I
do? I've still two months yet; I guess
I have to start acting like a real college
student and apply, apply, apply.

Authors Erich Origen and Gan
Golan have created an 80-page comic
book in which "jobless crusader
Unemployed Man and his sidekick Plan
B embark on a heroic search for work."
In "The Adventures of Unemployed
Man," Origen and Golan take a modern
approach to political and societal satire.
Lampoons have proven to be
effective in ways of highlighting societal
taboos through literature, with examples
of Voltaire's "Candide" and Jonathan
Swift's "A Modest Proposal." The target
audience has changed, however, from
well-educated aristocrats of the past to
the average American today.
"The Adventures of Unemployed
Man" is an attempt by its authors
to create a union among average
unemployed Americans. They do this
by helping the jobless realize they are
not alone and by educating them on the
causes for their situation.
"Our book is trying to create a lot
more clarity about the true origins of
the economic problems," Golan said.
"I think once people are clear on what
the causes were, like profiteering,
then we're all going to be much more
effective in not just working together,
but in bringing about solutions that can
make a difference."

Origen and Golan are bringing back
the retro approach to comics, hoping
that readers will relate by remembering
the comics they had as children.
The humor in this comic allows
the authors to make their beliefs on the
serious topic of unemployment sit easy
with the majority of the public. This
follows in a similar manner to that of
Voltaire, in which Candide, the main
character, moves from the Leibnizian
belief of optimism to a pessimistic
societal view of France. Through satire,
the novella makes its point clear that the
French fashion of governing needed to
be remodeled. The same goes for Swift
and his "Modest Proposal."
"A young healthy child well nursed,
is, at a year old, a most delicious,
nourishing and wholesome food,"
Swift's satirical essay said, emphasizing
the fact that many Irish were suffering
of starvation due to the unfair taxation
by the English.
Reviews say that the art depicted
in the "Unemployed Man" is equivalent
to that of classic graphic novels, such as
"Superman" and "Thor," yet the content
is clearly quite different. Superheroes
must always have an arch-nemesis,
Unemployed Man's being the Toxic
Debt Blob. However, the meaning the
authors are trying to put forth is much
more relevant to current societal issues,
which gives it a more serious underlying

tone. However, the foundation of humor
has remained the same. It is said that
things that are the most funny are those
that are, in some way, true. The fact that
Unemployed Man is a superhero is not
only ironic, but also puts forth an image
of sarcasm and cynicism. Unemployed
men are generally not well-respected
within society, which makes them
unlikely social icons.
From analyzing historical humor, it
is apparent that the culture of humor has
changed. It has shifted from well-written
literature in the past to comic books in
the present. Granted, the audience has
also adjusted from nobility to common
people. Since sarcasm is based on
underlying meaning and often takes
dissection to fully understand, comics
seem to be the most accessible medium
of comedic criticism for Americans.
"Unemployed Man" can be found
in many major bookstores, including
Barnes & Noble, Borders and on
Amazon.com. The book's website even
has a link which leads to the "Superhero
Jobs" section, a job-search engine. The
authors are using social networking
to promote their book and one can
find many of the book's characters on
Facebook or follow them on Twitter.
"The Adventures of Unemployed
Man" seems to be increasing in
popularity and is bound to become a
classic among other cultural critiques.

A theory that gives hope for more "Limbs"
By Ryan Coghill
There aren't too many bands out
there that have the ability to cause the
kind of hype that Radiohead does. Most
recently, about one month ago, Radiohead
announced they would be releasing their
latest album, "The King of Limbs," at
the end of the week. Radiohead launched
a website (thekingoflimbs.com), making
the album available for presale.
Radiohead then suprised fans by
releasing the album one day early.
The album was quickly absorbed into
many ears, and rave reviews were spit
out of many mouths. While the album
didn't fail on any level of innovation of
Radiohead standards, as we will call it,
there was still something missing.
And so began the theory that
Radiohead has something up their
sleeve, hence, they are not done
releasing material for "The King of

Limbs." Let's run through the evidence
for these theories.
First, the album is a mere eight
tracks, and runs for only 38 minutes.
While this is by no means a short album,
it's certainly not very long.
Aside from the digital download,
a "Newspaper Album" has been made
available as well. This mysterious
"Newspaper Album" will contain "Two
clear 10" vinyl records in a purpose-built
record sleeve," but will not be released
until May 9. The key word for this
being, "two" separate records. Now, why
wouldn't they just release it on one 12"
vinyl record?
The next indicator that there may
be more material to come is the obvious
absence of Johnny Greenwood's riveting
guitar throughout the album. The songs
are all extremely bass heavy with smooth
percussion patterns, and Thorn Yorke's
vocals act as the main melody.

It isn't until the eighth track,
"Separator," that a guitar line is
highlighted. The line meshes with the
lyrics, "If you think this is over then
you're wrong," which are repeated five
times in a row and later followed by the
lyrics, "Wake me up."
So, Radiohead fans, if you want
this to be over then stop reading. If you
want more Radiohead, let's say track
eight is the "separator" between the first
and second half of the album which will
"wake you up" with some power jams,
moving away from the slower first half.
Call it a stretch, or maybe some
wishful thinking but this doesn't seem
too far of a reach for a band that released
two albums 10 years apart that were
meant to complement each other. Try
alternating the tracks in "OK Computer"
and "In Rainbows." It will blow your
mind and will sure make you think twice
about disregarding this theory.
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Students cross gender boundaries with GQ and Cosmo
Real men read Cosmopolitan, right?
By Phillip Morelli
There are 238 pages in the current edition
of Cosmopolitan magazine, something I noticed
while I was in line to buy it. The pages are
inundated with advice on women's beauty,
fashion and relationships - things most men
could care less about. Buying a Cosmo has to be
one of the most embarrassing public acts a man
can submit himself to, and I was doing my best to
preoccupy myself and not make eye contact with
those around me. Most importantly, I avoided
catching eyes with Robert, the senior-citizen
checkout clerk at Ralph's, who appeared to be
an ultra-conservative who might disapprove of
my purchase. "Nice choice," he. sarcastically
snickered as he scanned it.
"Just trying to flatten those abs," 1 quipped
back, pointing at the headline on the cover. Robert
clearly didn't get the joke, and I thought about
how out of hand the situation could have gotten
if 1 said, "Just trying to catch up on my 'Gyno
News' and 'Flirty Clothes, 'Foxy Makeup'" and
pointed at those headlines on the cover. My guess
is he might have reacted by handing me a box
of tampons and a stick of Old Spice Swagger as
he ordered me to leave the premises and rethink
my masculinity. I looked out of place, mostly
because the rest of my purchases included a New
York strip steak and a six pack of Mickey's malt
liquor grenade bottles. I could tell I had crossed a
gender line and was being called out for it.
The beautiful Olivia Wilde is on the current
cover of Cosmo. 1 have no idea who she is,
though I probably should know her. What 1 do
know is she is the most gorgeous woman I've
ever seen. She blows away every girl at our
school, and that is saying something. A picture
of her is a good enough reason to pay the $3.99
price tag and go through the embarrassment
of being seen in public buying this magazine.
That's the excuse 1 gave myself, at least. It is a
unique gender experiment buying the magazine
- an experience that introduced me to what really
goes on in these women's magazines.
What makes Cosmo so ironic from a guy's
perspective is that all the buzzwords, along
with the hot babe on the front cover, could
easily appeal to men. For example, the cover
of Esquire magazine for the month of February
doesn't look that different from this month's
Cosmo. Aside from the stereotypical pink on the
latter's cover, both have lightly-clothed beauty
queens surrounded by headings that outline sex,
appearance and tips to make yourself better in all
aspects of life.
In a lot of ways, the bright pink of Cosmo's
cover scares guys senseless. I'm not going to
lie - I was scared out of my mind in line. But
if you look at a magazine catered to women
and one catered to men, they are both the same,
filled with egotistical nonsense and pages of
advertisements for clothing companies. If you
believe the stupidity in one, you're going to
believe it in the other.
I know plenty of guys that subscribe to GQ
and Esquire, but I'm surprised they aren't smart
enough to look at what Cosmopolitan has to
say. Maybe that's indicative of the demographic
the magazine shoots for, but in spite of that, I
would expect some guys to see a Cosmo similar
to reading the enemy's field manual. Granted,
most of the material in the magazine is worthless
for a man, but some articles express women's
thoughts on men, an invaluable asset for a guy
trying to understand his female counterparts.

As I flipped through the pages, I couldn't
help but notice one unmistakable feature.
Everyone in the magazine is an unbelievably
beautiful celebrity, even to the point that Lady
Gaga looks good. Every tip is geared toward
making girls more like a celebrity. Every ad
urges girls to buy products like a celebrity. The
idolization in Cosmo is as ridiculous as their
absurd sex tips.
The more I read, the more I laughed at
the material. As if squaring off in the checkout
line with a senior citizen over a Cosmopolitan
magazine wasn't enough of a joke, I forced
myself to read as much as I could, propelling

Men s mags aren t all stereotypical
Bv Devin Howell
Women see men's magazines on newsstands
all the time, but has a girl ever thought to buy one
and glance at the pages for herself? 1 thought it
might be interesting to get a second opinion on my
quest into delving into the opposite sex's magazine,
so I asked USD student Kelly Satterlee to share
her thoughts as well. We explored the magazines
together and discussed our opinions on them.
Upon picking out men's magazines for this
article, we thought we would choose a few that
seem to be fairly popular as well as'different in

Hailey Means/The Vista

Two brave students dared to cross the gender boundaries associated with magazines like GO and Cosmo.

my experience into a deeper state of stupidity. I
quickly found out what I think most girls already
know about the magazine. For its entirety, it
simply tells girls they suck the'way they are.
It's a self-help magazine geared toward telling
women to achieve the impossible - perfection.
My favorite section of Cosmo has to be
the tip section. Not only is the context of most
of them ridiculous, but the advice given is also
hilarious and, most importantly, completely
false. Men simply do not respond to the things
that the magazine advises women to do. If
taken literally. Cosmo's advice would make any
woman look like she has never spoken to a man
in her life. She'd look staged, almost like she
rehearsed her actions and speech. She wouldn't
look sexy, that's for sure.
Everything about this magazine is as fake
as the picture of Olivia Wilde - its all a scam,
it's not beautiful and it's not real life. What
Cosmopolitan forgets to tell women is that no
man wants a woman who gets her self-confidence
from tips in a magazine.

genre, so we decided upon Maxim, Esquire and
GQ.
M ftrst glance, it's pretty clear that Maxim
is all about girls. At second glance, we notice
"The Quest for the Perfect Nacho" advertised on
the cover, as well as some NASCAR references;
needless to say, we were already amused and pretty
excited to see what this magazine had to offer.
As far as advertising goes, Maxim kept it
pretty consistent, with most relating to alcohol and
fitness, which is reasonably expected of a guy's
magazine in the stereotypical sense. The next thing
that we noticed was the large amount of cigarette
ads.
"You rarely, if ever, see any cigarette ads in
women's magazines," Satterlee said, "so seeing so
many in one men's magazine was a little shocking."
The stories throughout Maxim varied. One
article, titled "Master Thief," behind the biggest
credit fraud in history, was compelling, as was an
article discussing stress quick-fixes.
Throughout most of the magazine, however,
were articles about, or simply pictures of, girls.

Girls in bikinis and lingerie, in bathtubs, on the
hoods of cars and with accessories such as ice
cream cones, to be specific.
One point that both of us agreed on was that
Maxim magazine has a sense of humor. They have
columns featuring stand-up comics and a section
entitled "The Ha-Ha List." We can appreciate that.
Esquire was next. The cover and the articles
within were very business oriented, along with
relevant news coverage. There were many highfashion advertisements. There was also a lot of
fashion advice, as well as tips on interior designing,
which was very surprising to the both of us. 1 hese
topics were unexpected, yet subjects that we were
glad to see being featured.
There was also a food section involving
cooking for large groups, and included a recipe for
waffles and eggs with three types of meat.
"You would probably never see a recipe like
this in a women's magazine where it's always
about low carb, low fat meals" Satterlee said.
GQ seemed like a combination of Esquire
and Maxim in certain ways. Like Esquire, GQ had
many high-fashion advertisements throughout, but
also some articles on everything a guy should know
when it comes to buying everyday jeans. There
was lots of sports coverage, as well as an article
on Gabby Giffords, which was very engaging.
GQ also has a comical side akin to Maxim. They
featured a story on zombies and they take some
shots at Mel Gibson. Overall, GQ seemed a lot
more relevant and entertaining than we thought it
would be.
However, there were some definite distinctions
between the three magazines.
"Maxim seems to always feature women
on the cover," Satterlee said, "whereas GQ and
Esquire usually have men as their main story."
Regarding the articles, Esquire and GQ
covered more topics that seemed newsworthy or
important in society, whereas Maxim took a more
sexual approach to things, which is something that
is different from what most women experience in
their magazines.
"When I open up Cosmo magazine and see
a guy with his shirt off," Satterlee said, "he's still
covered in a way that could be seen as appropriate,
but in Maxim, it's just overtly sexual."
It seems as though women and men look to
magazines for different reasons. Women seem to
look to magazines, such as Cosmo, for advice,
whereas men look to their magazines, such as
Maxim, out of pure pleasure. Eighty percent of
Maxim's demographic are single men 18 to 34
years in age. According to Maxim's website, their
magazine "is everything men care about - cars,
girts, sports, food and drink, and travel."
Therefore, it's probably accurate to say that
most men don't take the advice given on the pages
of GQ and Esquire, because ultimately, that's not
what they are interested in.
The differences between men's magazines
and women's magazines became clearer after
researching these three as references. Men's
magazines, such as Esquire and GQ, can take on
a very serious business tone. They cover stories
discussing politics and jobs in a way that women's
magazines fail to do the majority of the time. Also,
Maxim and GQ have moments that offer a very
amusing sensibility, which is much more prevalent
than what women are used to reading
Men's magazines can have a very laid-back
appeal, while simultaneously being informative
and entertaining. In the end, the men's magazines
that we chose to survey have the ability to mix
men's lifestyle with humor, fantasy and a little bit
of luxury all at once.

80,000 Twitter fans in despair after Bieber cuts his hair
By Kristen Gehring
Justin Bieber recently shocked
s fans, formally referred to as
ieliebers," around the world with
change from his signature shaggy
lirstyle to a new shorter 'do. In an
elusive interview with Entertainment
might, Bieber commented on his
•cision to cut his hair. "You know, the
ns really liked it," he said, "but they'll
ce me no matter what, because I think
s about the music."
However, backlash after changing
s famed hairstyle cost Bieber
•proximately 80,000 Twitter fans.
addition, his usual daily average
' 35,000 new Twitter followers has
opped to about 8,000. Even with these
icreasing numbers, Bieber still holds
e position of second most followed
:rson on Twitter, with 7.8 million
flowers (second only to Lady Gaga,
ho holds the record with 8.5 million).
It seems that for many of his fans,
is not only "about the music," but also
at he stays the same Bieber they know
id love. Superstars with fan base
imbers like Bieber's are successful
xause fans feel that they can relate
them on a personal level. The Bieber
lirstyle was, to many of his fans, what
icompassed his identity. By chopping
Y his hair and slightly changing
s signature look, young fans have
;come increasingly saddened, even
eling betrayed.
Immediately after the haircut, fans
ok to Twitter to voice their opinions.
Someone please kill me Justin Bieber
it his hair. 1 want to die, one fan
/eeted. Another disgruntled fan wrote,
love Justin Bieber more than anyone,
jriously without his smile without his
/es without his hair without him I will
e. Seriously."
Supporters of Bieber's decision

Justin Bieber

Lauren Millslagle/TheVista

Justin Bieber's recent haircut has got Twitter fans, 'tweens and the rest of America in a tizzy. The change may be subtle, but to dedicated fans, it is a huge difference.

also Tweeted their approval. "I hate
all this drama about Justin's hair, its
sad cuz u love Justin only for his hair,
FAKE BELIEBERS," said one fan.
In addition to Twitter fans, news
headlines have revealed shock and
awe of Bieber's decision to cut his
hair. An article on MTV.com poses the
question, "How will Justin Bieber's
Haircut Affect His Career?" Another

article from Entertainment Weekly
read, "Justin Bieber's Hair Cut Down:
A Teen Nation Mourns."
Bieber fans can rest easy knowing
that the lost locks will not go to waste,
as Bieber donated his hair clippings to
be auctioned off for charity. Bieber paid
a surprise visit to the daytime talk show
"Ellen," where he gave friend Ellen
DeGeneres some of his hair clippings as

a belated birthday gift, Ellen served as
the official eBay auctioneer, stating that
her lock of Justin Bieber's hair received
a final bid of $40,668 on March 2. All
of the proceeds from the auction will be
donated to The Gentle Barn, a non-profit
organization dedicated to rescuing and
rehabilitating abused animals.
If fans are still mourning the loss
of the old Bieber hairstyle, they may

find comfort in his feature film, "Never
Say Never." Audience members can
catch a final glimpse of the famous
shaggy style, complete with a slow
motion montage of the Bieber hair flip
that originally threw Beliebers into a
frenzy. With this kind of reaction to a
mere inch or two cut from his mane,
let's just be thankful he did not go for
the buzz cut.
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Glass plays energetic show despite broken foot
By Kelly Nassour
Crystal Castles is unhinged,
borderline demented and amazing.
The band hit the House of Blues on
March 2, playing a sold-out show.
People of all different types and
ages came to rock out at the concert,
including teenagers, ravers and adults.
The bottom floor of the venue was
completely full for the opening act, a
local band named Suuns.
Like good rock stars, the band
came out late. When 9:15 p.m. rolled
around and the stage was still vacant,
the crowd started to get restless. The
bottom floor became jam-packed and
the balcony overflowed with people
dancing, screaming and reaching their
hands out toward the stage.
Fans couldn't wait for the show
to start, and a mosh pit broke out in
the middle of the room. The bouncers
reached into the crowd and pulled a
guy out, shoving him to the back of
the room. This became somewhat of
a reoccurring event throughout the
show.
Finally, the lights dimmed and DJ
Ethan Kath walked out onto the stage
with an announcer who introduced
Alice Glass.
"As many of you know, Alice has
broken her foot," the announcer said.
"The doctor told her to cancel the tour,
but she said f*** that! Ladies and
gentlemen, Crystal Castles!"
The music started up and the
lights went insane. A loud drum and
bass beat echoed off the stage. At
that moment, Glass slipped out, her
eyes black and staring eerily through
the audience. She wore a foot brace
and used a single forearm crutch for
support.
The music started to get faster
and the bass bumped harder while
Glass let out a soft melodic cry. The
music picked up, and she slammed her
foot onto the amplifier to hold herself
up while she furiously gyrated to the
song.
After the first song, "Pap Smear,"
finished, Glass collapsed onto the
stage with her jacket over her head.
She then got up and began to creep,
hovering like a ghost.
Ethan Kath carried on the musical
trance, turning the bass louder and
the beat faster. It sounded like house
music mixed with Radiohead. Glass
got up and began to sing, this time

Kelly Nassour/TheVista

Alice Glass from Crystal Castles screams into the crowd last Wednesday at the House of Blues, where she and DJ counterpart Ethan
Kath played a highly energetic show to equally energetic fans. Glass played the show with a broken foot, yet still jumped around.

screaming in an oddly beguiling pitch.
The fans were wild. Glass had
a stage presence that oozed into the
audience and infected every person
who could hear or see her. Her body

perpetually wiggled like a snake
throughout the entire concert.
As the songs grew more intense,
Glass assumed a fiercer
character.
Finally, she pushed the amplifier with

such force that it fell off the stage and
she came tumbling down with it. The
bouncers quickly tried to gather her
up from the floor, but before anyone
knew it she jumped up and leaped into

the crowd. The bouncers were trying
to hold her back, but she kept pushing.
The people in the audience
desperately tried to reach out and grab
her. Standing on the railing, Glass
leaned over the crowd, the spotlight on
her like an angel descending from the
heavens with a sea of hands fervently
trying to touch her divinity. No one can
ever rival the ridiculous and ludicrous
behavior of Jim Morrison at a Doors
concert, but Glass with Crystal Castles
came close.
Kath didn't skip a beat. Set
up right next to Glass, he carefully
checked on her whenever she fell down
to make sure she was okay. He had a
professional set-up and you could
see- him mixing the beats right there
on stage, proof that Crystal Castles
is not just a recorded reproduction of
themselves. They played most of the
songs from their latest album "Crystal
Castles II," and a few new ones as
well.
Most of
the songs were
recognizable as soon as the beat started,
including "Vanished" and "Untrust
Us," but some of them weren't. The
recorded songs on "Crystal Castles II,"
though high quality, do not assume the
same temperament and spirit that can
be seen at a live show. The live show
added more life to the music with
Glass' live vocals and Kath's changed
tempos. With Crystal Castles live
show, the name of the song doesn't
matter; what matters is the energy
of the music and the passion of the
performers.
The whole set was fluid, each song
falling into the next, like one relentless
DJ set. A slew of people were riding
the wave of hands, and, one after the
other, crowd surfers popped up and
spilled out over the edge or dropped
back into the horde of Crystal Castles
fanatics. In the back, light shows and
crazy dancing possessed most of the
fans, who found it difficult not to get
lost in the exuberant music radiating
from the stage.
Crystal Castles music is good on
its own. But when it is fused with the
ardent in-person charisma of Glass and
the meticulous dexterity of Kath, the
result is a compelling and entertaining
creation of a new kind of music with
an Old DGAF rock star disposition. It
was a rock show and a rave combined
into one. Crystal Castles gave a
spirited and intense performance with
no boring moments.

A bloody beach
house weekend

By Kaitlin Perry
My wise and artistic sister lent
me her car the other day, and within it
was a blessed burned CD containing
the music of Surfer Blood. Though the
name connotes violent images of surfers
either injured by their sport or beat up
by the locals, the music is actually
in the vein of Vampire Weekend, but
more West Coast than East Coast. How
wonderful is that?
To almost completely refute my
description of the band, Surfer Blood
actually originated in West Palm Beach,
Fla.. With their first single, "Swim,"
named the 37th best track on Pitchfork's
100 Best Songs of 2009, the band was
almost guaranteed success in the hip
underbelly of the world that is the indie
music scene. The January 2010 release of
their first album, "Astro Coast" (which
received an 8.2 rating by Pitchfork), is
one of my new favorite albums, and I
will try my best to convince you that my
love for them is warranted.
As I drove my sister's car that
day, I was a little stressed. My dad
recently sold my 1963 Mercury Comet
to an Australian in Australia. While
I am excited to get my "new" used
Volvo in a few days, not having a car
is hard for someone who has to travel
from school to work to school to home
every Thursday. Nevertheless, there are
a few people who care enough about
me to not force me to take the bus (1
have an anxiety-inducing fear of public
transportation) and 1 have organized a
few ways to get around, like borrowing
my sister's car.
When I finally figured
out how
to use her stereo. The Dead Weather
blasted through the speakers, nearly
making me burst into tears. Such loud
music does horrible things to me when

I'm not in the right mood, no matter
how much I love Alison Mosshart.
Once I figured out how to turn it down,
I skipped through the CD until the next
band came on. Unfortunately, it was
Flying Lotus.
I tried to deal with Flying Lotus for
a while, but I just wasn't in the mood
for experimental electronic music. So
I switched out the CD and prepared
myself for something crazy. Much to
my surprise, an impressive guitar filled
the car with some head-bopping sounds,
accompanied by vocals similar to those
of The Shins, which made my eyes pop
with pleasure. Finally! Some music
I could handle as I braved the mean
streets of Mission Valley.
As I drove to the bank to deposit my
miniscule paycheck later on in the day,
Surfer Blood made me forget that I was
broke. Instead of thinking too intensely
about my upcoming credit card bill, 1
imagined myself sunbathing on a lazy
summer day as I wrote an article for
one of my three new freelancing gigs.
I imagined myself coming home from
the beach to my two lovely cats, and
treating them to an episode or two of
"Twin Peaks," a show (directed by
David Lynch) that lead singer John Paul
Pitts sings about on the aptly titled song,
"Twin Peaks."
It's amazing how music can do this
for me, and I'm sure it does it for other
people as well. There's something about
hearing a fresh sound that rejuvenates
me. When I hear a band whose music
sounds like everybody else's, or directly
copies another musician's unique sound
(please see my lengthy article in the
Opinion section), I feel like puking.
I hate wasting my time (I'm a pretty
busy girl) and I hate being annoyed and
having my intelligence insulted. I'd
much rather listen .to a band that was
copied rather than a band that copies wouldn't you?
1 plan on creating a playlist of
Vampire Weekend, Surfer Blood and
Beach House the day before I graduate
so that I can start my summer right.
Right to me means that it starts on an
upbeat, yet calm and happy, note. The
three bands above will do just that, and
I can't wait to blast the playlist in my
brand-new used Volvo on the day that I
officially become an adult.

Kelsey Perry/The Vista
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Toreros endure week against top competition
Baseball loses four games and falls to 3-7 overall
By John Sandberg

With an air of confidence
surrounding USD after an encouraging
series victory against San Diego State
University, the Toreros headed into
a thick part of their schedule. They
were looking to prove to some of the
country's top-ranked teams what they
were capable of.
USD began last Tuesday with a
non-conference game at UC Riverside.
The two teams traded runs throughout
much of the game until the Highlanders
scored six runs in the eighth inning
to take a commanding lead. In
characteristic form, the Toreros showed
their fight until the last pitch, but it was
not enough, as USD lost by a final score
of 11-8.
Several Toreros were producing
offensively, including Zach Kometani,
Kris Bryant and Corey LeVier, who all
had multiple RBIs. Zach Sullivan was a
pleasant surprise for the Torero offense,
as the junior catcher went 4-4 in his first
start at USD. In total, USD had 11 hits
in the game.
Chris Jensen was the losing
pitcher, giving up four runs (one earned)
in four innings pitched. Dustin Emmons
earned the win for UC Riverside, giving
up one run in four innings pitched.
The Toreros were forced to
refocus quickly, as they began the USD
Tournament on Thursday, taking on the
No. 14 UC Berkeley Golden Bears at
Cunningham Stadium. The Golden
Bears jumped in front 5-0 in the second
inning with an RBI single by Austin
Booker and then a grand slam by
Marcus Semien.
USD took one run back in the
fifth inning, and Kometani hit an RBI
double in the sixth to cut the lead to 5-2.
UC Berkeley added one more run in the
seventh, and that would be it for both
sides, the Golden Bears winning by a
final score of 6-2.
Dylan Covey was the losing
pitcher for the Toreros, giving up five
earned runs on four hits in five innings
pitched. Despite the rough second
inning, Covey was able to settle down
for the rest of his outing, striking out
six Golden Bears batters. Sometimes,
a small adjustment can make a big
difference.

TheTorero baseball team huddles together

:er a tough loss against UC Berkeley lastTlu

"I was having trouble throwing
my two-seam fastball," Covey said. "It
was moving around all over, so I just
changed the grip to a four-seam and
was able to locate my pitches a little
better."
College
baseball,
a
game
dominated by the powerful offenses

that come from metal bats, is often
characterized as an unfair environment
for even the best pitchers. A potent
offense like USD's is capable of
erupting in any given inning, which
is a reassuring feeling for the Torero
pitching staff.
"It always gives a pitcher

confidence when he knows his team can
score runs behind him," Covey said. "It
gives relief to the pitcher knowing he
doesn't have to strike every batter out

in order to win."
USD went into Friday's game
looking to prove the strength of their
offense against the No. 2 University

of Oklahoma Sooners. The Sooners
showed why they are one of the most
talked-about teams in college baseball
though, holding the Toreros to only one
run.
After a scoreless first couple of
innings, the Sooners put up four runs in
the third inning and three more in the
eighth. Trailing 7-0 going into the final
inning, the Toreros were able to put a
couple hits together and score one run
on freshman Danny Hawksley's RBI
single. ,
This would be all for USD though,
losing by a final of 7-1. Hawksley was
2-4, the only Torero with multiple hits
in the game.
Calvin Drummond was credited
with the loss for USD, pitching five
innings and giving up four runs (three
earned). Bobby Shore was the winning
pitcher, throwing a complete game and
allowing one earned run.
The Toreros were back in action
on Monday to take on the University
of Connecticut Huskies in the first of a
four game series. Looking to get back
on track after a few tough losses, the
Toreros would receive no help from the
Huskies.
USD managed only four hits
and scored zero runs in the game.
Meanwhile, UConn put up one run in
the first inning, scattered a few more in
the following innings, and then went
off for seven runs in the sixth inning
alone. Unable to stop the bleeding or
spark any sort of rally of their own,
the game ended with the scoreboard
reading UConn 17, USD 0.
Jensen was the losing pitcher far
the Toreros, pitching 2.2 innings and
giving up five earned runs. Greg Nappo
notched the win for UConn, giving up
no runs in six innings. If there was a
bright spot in the USD lineup, it was
Scott Schauer, who went 2-4 in the
game.
The Toreros have already proven
this season that they are capable of
hitting the ball and putting up runs and,
as mentioned before, college baseball is
by many accounts a hitting man's game.
With this in mind for both the
players and the Torero faithful, there is
plenty of season left for this team to get
hot and improve on the young season.
USD returns to action today,
taking on UConn again at 2 p.m. at
Cunningham Stadium.

The
human
element of sports

By Tyler Wilson
Los
Angeles Times
sports
columnist Bill Plaschke does not talk
about sports like a usual writer. He does
not focus on the superstars, the glamour
or the glory. He doesn't care about stats,
championships or a players' repertoire.
And he doesn't care about which
celebrities attended a sporting event.
This past weekend while I was at
the Associated College Press National
Journalism Convention, Plaschke, one
of the keynote speakers, told us to focus
on the stories behind the players and the
fans rather than the fame and glory. For
example, the player who has rode the
bench the entire season, the fan who has
saved up his entire paycheck to attend
a game of his favorite team or the little
boy who has cancer but was granted a
wish to meet his favorite player.
These are the stories he focuses
on, and this is what sports is ultimately
about. Sports are analogies for life's
hardships. But the media tend to bypass
this analogy and only focus on sports'
superficial aspects.
This superficiality has plagued the
media since it has existed, but more so
in today's environment. Once an event
occurs, the media tend to forget about
it. For example, Ben Roethlisberger's
supposed rape was all but overlooked
in the Steelers' journey to the Super
Bowl. As long as Roethlisberger
continues to succeed as a quarterback,
his wrongdoings will become more
irrelevant to his image.
The media tend to make
wrongdoings of celebrities hyperbolic,
but once they pass, it is almost as though
these wrongdoings had never existed.
This same superficiality has hyped
the most famous professional athletes
beyond a level that anyone could ever

imagine. In the midst of this hype, the
human aspect of the sports world tends
to be forgotten.
But it is the human aspect that the
everyday world can relate to. People
want to know the personal stories of
athletes. They want to know about
their family, their domestic life and
the characteristics of the journey that
got them to where they are today. It is
this need for insight into an athlete's
life which keeps the media inversely
focused on the superficial.
The media's focus on the
superficiality of athletes is only a way
to magnify their accomplishments
on the field or court. Without this
magnification, these athletes become
just like all of us. They become normal
people with extraordinary talent.
Instead, Plaschke, in his columns,
concentrates on normal people with
extraordinary stories. He bucks the
trend of the normal media, which is
especially hard in an environment such
as L.A.. that is all about glamour and
greed.
These remarkable stories serve
as an insight into the world of sports
from the perspective of an "Average
Joe." These "Joes" that Plaschke deals
with have gone through extraordinary
experiences. These experiences exploit
the human element of sports, not just
players' talents.
For example, someone like Kobe
Bryant has not gone through any
adversity in his life because he has all
the talent to do so. But an average Joe
has to go through the maximum amount
of adversity to even be noticed because
he lacks talent. And most of the time,
this adversity is not even noticed by
anybody because of this lack of talent.
So Plaschke uncovers these
extraordinary stories and writes about
them. He unmasks the superficiality that
is present in the sports world and gets to
the bottom of what sports really should
be. It should be a medium to get through
life's hardships, and not to get famous.
Many
athletes
today
have
completely forgotten about the human
aspect of sports because of fame and
greed. But Plaschke is there to remind
us that sports is about more than just
money and fame. It is about what makes
us human.

Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics

ABOVE: Freshman pitcher Dylan Covey against Oklahoma. BELOW: Calvin Drummond pitches against the No. 2 Sooners.
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Toreros' WCC tournament haulted by Saint Mary's
By David Dcm ns
The USD women's basketball
team came as close as they could get to
advancing to the WCC championship.
After two huge victories against
the Loyola Marymount University
Lions and the Pepperdine University
Waves, the Toreros earned a spot in
the semifinals against Saint Mary's
College. But the Toreros came up
short in their postseason run, losing
71-68 to the Gaels this past Sunday.
The loss eliminated the Toreros from
the postseason, along with it their
chance at an NCAA Tournament
berth.
Coming into the semifinals,
the Toreros gained momentum by
dominating the Lions 73-43 in the
first round last Friday night. They then
beat the heavily favored Waves 77-68
on the subsequent Saturday. Senior
guard Samantha Child led USD in
scoring for both contests, recording
19 points against LMU and 21 points
against Pepperdine.
However, typical double-digit
performances by junior guard Domi
nique Conners, who scored 20 points
,and Child, who scored 15 points,
against the Gaels weren't enough to
push the Toreros to the conference

championship game.
The Toreros raced out to an 8-2
lead in the opening minutes of the first
half, as senior forward Emily Hatch
connected on two 3-pointers to give
the fiery Toreros an early advantage
with 18:22 to go. The perseverant
Gaels fought their way back into the
game, going on an impressive 10-4
run over the next four minutes of play
to pull even with the Toreros at 12-12.
The Toreros broke the Gaels' run
with an Amy Kame layup that ignited
a five-point
USD run. With this run,
USDtooka 17-121ead with 12minutes
remaining in the first half. Both teams
then exchanged baskets over the
ensuing 11 minutes with neither team
holding a clear advantage.
Child's 3-pointer brought the
stalemate to 35-34 in favor of USD
with 2:09 left in the half. At that point,
the Gaels capitalized on costly USD
turnovers and converted them into
a 9-0 run over the final two minutes
of the half, taking a commanding
10-point halftime lead.
The Toreros came out of the
locker room on fire to start the second
half, going on an impressive 10-2 run
over the first three minutes of play.
With this run, USD cut the Saint
Mary's lead to 46-44 with 15:44 left
in regulation.
The Toreros managed to hold the

Gaels in check over the next seven
minutes. But a Gaels' run would push
the Torero deficit to 11 points at 6150 with 8:23 remaining in the half.
However, undeterred, the Toreros
fought their way back into the game,
going on a 12-3 run to pull back to
within one point at 64-63 with 2:25
left.
In a heart-stopping final minute
of play, a Conners' jump shot gave
the Toreros a one-point lead with
59 seconds left at 65-64. The Gaels
responded by scoring the next five
points to take a 69-65 lead with
15 seconds left. The hot streaking
Conners then drilled a huge 3-pointer
over two Saint Mary's defenders to
bring USD back to within one with
only nine seconds remaining in the
game.
The Toreros then fouled the
Gaels' Kate Gaze, who then hit both
free throws to give Saint Mary's a
slim three-point edge with just five
seconds left. Conners then took the
inbounds pass the length of the court
and attempted a desperation 3-pointer
as time expired. The shot fell about a
foot short, ending the Toreros' season
in heartbreak.
Although some big-name seniors
are graduating, the Toreros look to
return to prominence next season with
the young talent present on the team.

Photo by KyleTerada/WCC Photos
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Dugout diary: juggling collegiate baseball with academics
By Tony Strazzara
College is busy, not just for
a college athlete, but for everyone.
Between going to class, doing
homework, studying and perhaps
working a part-time job, there's no
denying that the life of a normal
student at USD (or "laymen," as we on
the baseball team call them) is hectic.
However, can one really compare this
lifestyle to the daily routine of a Torero
baseball player? I'll let you be the judge.
This past week, your USD
baseball team had three mid-week
games. In addition, almost every player
had midterm exams or mid-S'drfibSt&Y
group projects to prepare for; tasks that
can be quite daunting on their own. To
give you, the reader, some insight into

what a week like this is like, I'd like to
share my own experience.
I woke up early Monday morning
hoping to get some last minute studying
in for an accounting midterm later that
day. I hadn't studied much the night
before because I was doing homework
for other classes and was downright
tired from our win over SDSU earlier
that day. After my last-ditch studying
efforts, it was off to a 10 a.m. hitting
session. This transitioned into my 12:15
p.m. infield group, which ended a little
after 1 p.m.
Then it was off to shower, change,
grab a snack from 7-Eleven and rush
to the park before my 2:30 midterm.
After the test, I had another class until
5¥20'p.m:, and then' I was off'to finish
up a group assignment for my 9:15 a.m.
class the next morning. I eventually
completed the task with my group by 10

p.m., at which point I was finally able
to go home.
Tuesday morning came early, and
I struggled to make it to my algebraic
systems class. Afterward, I got some
pre-game hitting in on my own, grabbed
some snacks, met with my public policy
group to prepare for a debate Wednesday
afternoon, and got to the locker room for
our 2 p.m. departure to Riverside. The
game began at 6 p.m. and crawled along
to an eventual end at 9:30 p.m. For me,
the game couldn't end quickly enough,
as I struggled to an 0-5 night with three
strikeouts. That was beyond frustrating,
and I took out some of my anger when
we arrived back at midnight with a late
night hitting session until 2 a.m.
1 was surprisingly alert when my
alarm went off Wednesday morning
and I headed off to my 10 a.m. hitting
session and 12:15 p.m. infield practice.

At 2:30 p.m., I got my midterm back
(I pulled a B!), and then at 4 p.m. it
was time for my public policy debate
on affirmative action. My group and I
did a fine job explaining the pros and
cons of our topic, and I was relieved
to be heading home before 6 p.m. Not
too much time off, though, as I had a
math midterm the next morning on four
chapters.
I woke up at 6 a.m. Thursday
morning. Exhausted from the night
before, I decided it would be useless to
stay up all night studying and instead
went to bed at midnight. Building on
what I studied the night before, I felt
fairly prepared by the time my 9:15
a.m. exam rolled around. After an hour
and a half Of spilling all 1 know about
algebraic systems onto the paper in
front of me, I was off to the locker room
to prepare for our 2 p.m. game against

Cal Berkeley.
After three hours, I was exhausted
and dismayed as I looked up at a 6-2
loss shining on the scoreboard. Lucky
for me, I have no class on Fridays, and
I was able to have a peaceful night at
home. Not so for my roommate, as
he had a genetics midterm at 8 a.m.
the next morning. That's going to be
a rough turnaround with a game at 1
p.m. against the No. 2 University of
Oklahoma Sooners.
College is a crazy time and, as 1
said before, every student is certainly
busy. However, when it comes down
to it, it's not hard to see that the time
management skills of a USD baseball
player are put to the test every day.
We immerse ourselves in the season,
lowering our heads and powering on.
hoping that when it's over and we finally
look up we'll have reached the summit.

LEFT: Junior Nikola Bubnic battles in singles competition against the Rice Owls. RIGHT: Junior Patrick Pohlmann uses his forehand to help theToreros defeat Rice this past weekend,

Mexi's tennis ascends to No. 25 in national rankings
By Celeste Soto
The USD men's tennis team
entered this week's Campbell/ITA
rankings as No. 25, their first time being
in the Top 25 since the end of the 1993
season, when they finished the year at
No. 21.
This ranking is indicative of a
team that is off to a start that is sure to
promise many individual accolades, and
maybe even a national championship. It
is a result of the combination of veteran
leadership and rookie talent.
In
addition
to the current
Torero stars, such as senior standouts
Dean Jackson and Nils Schive, four
newcomers, junior Patrick Pohlmann
and freshmen Clarke Spinosa, Moritz
Melchior and Emilio Mora, have proven

to be vital to the overall success and
motivation of this year's season.
"The group dynamic is strong this
year," assistant coach Ryan Keckley
said, "as the boys continue to rally
around one another, pushing each other
constantly to improve for the sake of
the team. Their hungry attitude and
constant competitiveness within the
team keep this group on their toes and
ready for battle each time they step on
the court."
The Toreros were most definitely
ready for battle when they took the
court last Wednesday afternoon against
the No. 33 Rice University Owls. The
Toreros defeated Rice 6-1, giving them
their sixth consecutive victory and ninth
win of the season.
This hot streak can be attributed to
the multi-talented Toreros' singles and

doubles roster. "The win over Rice was
important for our confidence," Jackson
said. "Now we all know that we are as
good as the rankings say we are and are
hungry for more."
Jackson is currently ranked as
the No. 47 singles player in the nation,
as well as No. 28 in doubles with his
partner, Pohlmann. After defeating
Rice, Jackson's singles record improved
to 21-5.
The doubles duo of Jackson and
Pohlmann began the match against Rice
by capturing the team's first victory.
Immediately after this, Rice relentlessly
fought back by capturing a doubles
victory over the Toreros.
It was not long before the Toreros
bounced back with an outlasting 9-7 win
by doubles pair junior Nikola Bubnic
and Schive, clinching the doubles point.

Singles play began with four
consecutive Torero victories by Jackson,
Bubnic, Spinosa
and
sophomore
Thibaut Visy. Spinosa clinched his
fourth straight singles match, while
Visy gained his 21st singles win of the
year. Visy's win clinched the victory for
the Toreros. With the victory already in
hand. Pohlman highlighted the talent
of the USD team, wrapping up the day
with another victory for the team.
The Toreros may have just the
required ingredients to clinch a WCC
Championship. The, force of the Torero
roster seems to be strengthening with
every stride as the season progresses.
To claim the WCC championship, the
Toreros must be able to get past No. 15
Pepperdine during conference play.
"It is difficult to time when we
peak." Jackson said, "and it's even

harder to time it with seven guys
simultaneously, If we can do that
and play our best tennis in the WCC
tournament, I am certain we would be
unstoppable."
USD
approaches
mid-season
with a 9-2 record, their only losses
coming against two top-five programs,
the University of Tennessee and the
University of Southern California. The
Toreros are now preparing for Boston
College and Texas Christian University
this upcoming weekend. They will
defend their home court against these
two talented programs this Friday at
1:30 p.m. and Sunday at I p.m.
"We have an opportunity to do
something special this year," Keckley
said. "And with continued effort, focus
and an urge to achieve, the Toreros will
be a tough out for future opponents."
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Golf diary: weekend at
the USC Invitational
By Gunner Wiebe

Mickelson reminded us that we need to
have a short memory because there is
nothing we can do to change the day's
results.
We listened to our coach and
The USC Collegiate Invitational, bounced back the following day. Ben
unfortunately did not yield the results Murray maintained his solid play and
that we were hoping for. It was a very the rest of us returned back to the good
strong field, with many teams ranked form we were used to.
We finished
the second round
inside the Top 25.
It was a great opportunity for us after another frost delay and began the
to have a good tournament and possibly third round with a lot of ground to make
move inside the top 10 for the first time up, despite our strong play towards the
in school history, but we got off to a bad end of the second round.
It was nice to get off to a great start
start and never got back on track.
The conditions were pretty early in the third round after struggling
tough and tested everyone's patience. in the early parts of the previous two
rounds.
We had frost delays on both the first
Everyone was making birdies
and the second day, with overnight
temperatures dropping to as low as 19 early in the round and it looked as
though we had a chance to sneak up the
degrees in Westlake Village.
We were bored and trying to leaderboard and maybe finish inside the
figure out how to pass the time as we top five.
I saw coach Mickelson early in
waited. I tried to keep everyone relaxed
by talking about anything except golf. my final round, and he told me about
We had some good laughs, but I think the rest of the team's great start. This
we ultimately became frustrated by gave me some energy and my game
picked up.
having to wait around to play.
Although we let some shots go
Once we finally began the first
round after a two-hour delay, the cold over the last few holes, we still had
temperature and wind got the best of the best third round of any team and
proved why we are a good team. The
our team.
The wind was constantly swirling, final round really helped regain some
making it tough to choose the correct of our confidence to take to our home
club. With a couple of bad shots, my tournament co-hosted by San Diego
momentum started to go the wrong State.
Despite our mediocre weekend,
direction, as did my score.
Usually during a given round with we only dropped two spots in the latest
five of us playing, there may be one or rankings and are now ranked No. 20 in
two guys struggling while the rest of the the country.
We are looking forward to
team plays well and picks up the slack.
However, this tournament was our next tournament, the San Diego
the opposite. Everyone was struggling, Intercollegiate Invitational, as our final
except for Ben Murray, who was off to round at the USC Invitational got us
back on track.
a pretty good start.
The tournament is at our home
As a result of the frost delay, we
only finished 30 of the 36 holes before course, and we always love the
dark set in and play was suspended opportunity to beat our rival SDSU, as
well as the other 12 teams that will be
until the following day.
Despite the rough start and poor playing.
The tournament is at San Diego
play, our team still maintained a good
attitude and enjoyed dinner as if we had Country Club in Chula Vista, which
is arguably the best course in San
a good day on the course.
All good teams share the Diego, on Monday, March 14, and
characteristic of having a short Tuesday March 15. We hope that the
memoiy. Our team is no different. In momentum from the third round of the
a quick team meeting back at the hotel USC Invitational carries over to this
before going to bed, head coach Tim tournament.

Don't blame fans
for the empty seats

By Chris Hanneke
I had no idea what to write about
this week. I covered the debacle that
is the USD men's basketball team last
week, and a one-and-done in Vegas did
nothing to change any of my views on
that situation. But, for some reason, the
whole process depressed me so much
that I had to come back for more.
We always write about how USD
fan support is so weak and we the stu
dents owe it to our teams to go out and
show our Torero spirit. But this bas
ketball season got me thinking, don't
the folks in charge of putting a team
together owe the fans just as much? If
a team isn't playing well, isn't it the
administration's job to right the wrong
and deliver a more watchable product?
Take any TV show. Just because
a show dominates the ratings in its first
season doesn't give it the right to stop
doing what it was that got them all of
their viewers in the first place. And if
a show does change, you know what
happens? The ratings start to dip and
before you know it, it's taken off the
air. No one blames the viewers for this,
they blame the show's creators for not
being able to keep up the momentum
(except in the case of "Arrested Devel
opment," that one will always be on us,
America).
Better yet, take any restaurant.
If patrons went to a grand opening
and the restaurant served the best club
sandwich they've ever had, they would
expect them to serve something at least
on that level the next time they went.
And if it instead tasted more like a turd
sandwich, they would hesitate to go
back. They may give it one or two more
chances and hope it was just a bad day,
but if all they continued to get was a
turd sandwich, they would eventually

just stop going. You wouldn't blame
the patrons - they were the ones being
forced to eat the turd sandwich.
The point is, why is sports ex
pected to be different? You know who
should be blamed more than anyone
for Lebron James leaving? Dan Gilbert
and Danny Ferry, the Cavs' owner and
ex-GM. They consistently surrounded
James with insignificant talent and ex
pected him to bail them out each and
every year. When the time finally came
for them to show him they would do
whatever it took to keep him around,
they traded him for a washed-up Antawn Jamison - not exactly the best
player in the league. James saw that the
situation would never get better and he
fled. And yet, he is the one who got all
of the blame for ruining the situation.
When the time came for the Cavs
to sell tickets, the same owner guilted
the fans into buying them by say
ing James was a coward and they, the
fans, should just get over it. Hardly any
blame was geared toward Gilbert, even
though he was almost entirely to blame
in the grand scheme of things.
That's where sports has gone in
this generation. It is always the play
ers and fans that are expected to not ask
questions and carry out their duty. Play
ers should play their hearts out and not
ask for change, even if they are being
forced to carry a team of scrubs. Fans
should show up and fill the seats at
the risk of being called "fair-weather"
should they get fed up with the product
on the field/court/rink, etc.
Of course, some people are con
tent eating a turd sandwich all the time
- how else would Applebee's stay in
business? So if being the Applebee's
of college basketball is the goal, then
congratulations are in order.
I hope the administration has
higher hopes. 1 don't feel guilty about
wishing for change for our basketball
team, and neither should any of you.
Didn't go to as many basketball games
this season as you used to? Maybe it's
because you grew tired of being served
the same turd sandwich over and over
again. I can't blame you if you didn't
want to eat it anymore.
Try and be patient, because they
are bound to change the recipe sooner
or later.

Photo by KyleTerada/WCC Photos

Sophomore forward Chris Manresa dunks emphatically during theToreros' hard-fought loss against the Pepperdine Waves.

USD's dismal season comes to
an end in the WCC tournament
By Joseph Shoen

The USD men's basketball team
suffered through one of the worst
regular seasons in program history this
year, limping to a 6-23 record and a
tie for seventh place in the West Coast
Conference. The Toreros arrived in Las
Vegas for the WCC tournament hoping
to put the previous four months behind
them and play deep into the weekend.
Instead, they barely got a chance
to unpack their bags.
In their final game of the season,
USD fell to sixth-seeded Pepperdine
84-81 at the Orleans Arena on Friday
night. The Toreros battled until the
final buzzer, but Pepperdine's highscoring duo of Mychel Thompson (26
points) and Lome Jackson (23 points,
8 assists) proved to be too much to
overcome.
"Tonight was a microcosm of our
year," head coach Bill Grier said. "We
couldn't come up with a key rebound
or score at the right time. When you
make five more field goals and 10
3-pointers, you should be in great
shape."
USD appeared to be in great
shape, jumping out to a 9-4 lead in the
game's opening minutes. However,
a few missed Torero layups allowed
the Waves to get out in transition
and turn their five-point deficit to a
10-point advantage at 28-18 with 7:44
remaining in the first half.
A Ken Rancifer 3-pointer two
minutes before the break cut the
Pepperdine lead to 36-30. Thompson
quickly answered with a deep ball of
his own, and two Jackson free throws

sent the teams into the locker room
with the Waves in front, 41-30.
Twenty minutes away from a
very long summer, USD began the
second half on a 14-4 run that brought
them within one at 45-44 with 15:15 to
play. Sophomore center Chris Gabriel
poured in six of his team-high 18
points during the Toreros' run.
Unfortunately, as has been the
case all season, USD could not find a
way to get over the hump after fighting
to make the game tight. The Toreros'
inability to play defense without
fouling allowed the Waves to get to
the free-throw line on seemingly every
possession. As a result, Pepperdine
was able to push their lead back up to
11 at 56-45 with just under 13 minutes
remaining.
"1 just thought putting them on
the free-throw line as much as we did
hurt us," Grier said. "We just didn't get
to the line."
Pepperdine's 19-point advantage
at the free-throw line would prove
to be huge as the Toreros mounted
a furious rally in the game's final
minutes. Down 73-59 with 4:10 to
go, USD caught fire from the field as
they refused to let their season die.
Four straight points from senior guard
Devin Ginty closed the deficit to 7467 with over two minutes to play,
and senior Matt Dorr got the Toreros
within five with two free throws on
USD's next possession.
USD turned up the heat
defensively and forced Thompson to
turn the ball over with 80 seconds left.
Following a timeout, Ginty hoisted a
quick 3-pointer that was off the mark,
and the Toreros' hopes were all but

dashed as Thompson came down with
the rebound.
"I thought we had a good chance
in this game," Ginty said. "But
we didn't really capitalize on their
mistakes. We fought to the very end
like we've done all year."
USD did manage to make four
more 3-pointers in the game's frantic
final minute, but the Waves sank
enough of their free throws down the
stretch to hold them off. By the time
freshman guard Jordan Mackie's
desperation full-court heave bounced
off the backboard, the Toreros' season
had come to a close.
In addition to Gabriel's 18 points,
junior point guard Darian Norris and
Ginty each had 14, while sophomore
forward Chris Manresa added 12
points and five reboftnds. Rancifer,
who was expected to have a breakout
season this year, ended up with nine
points in just five
minutes as he
continued to work his way in and out
of Grier's doghouse.
The Toreros' eyes must now turn
to next year, where they will hope
to build off of the experience their
young roster received this season.
Although they will definitely miss
Dorr and Ginty, most of the roster
will remain intact. Whether or not that
will result in more wins remains to be
seen, but there is obviously room for
improvement.
The USD basketball program
is a long way from being a NCAA
tournament contender, but they should
be much more competitive in their
conference next season. And hopefully
they'll get to stay in Vegas for a few
more nights next March.
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'I'm not bipolar, I'm bi-winning. I win here and I win there."
*- CHARLIE SHEEN
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LEFT: Forward Chad Barrett of the L.A. Galaxy (white) attempts to dribble past aTijuana Xolos defender last Wednesday. RIGHT: Star midfielder David Beckham takes a free kick in the Galaxy's penalty-kick loss to the Xolos.

L.A. Galaxy vs. Tijuana Xolos lights up USD's campus
Game displays potential for professional soccer in San Diego
By Walter Ruiz-Fimbres
The "San Diego Clasico"
featuring the Los Angeles Galaxy of
Major League Soccer and Club Tij uana
Xoloitzcuintles de Caliente lived up
to its hype. This international club
exhibition match featured arguably
two of the most popular soccer players
in North America, David Beckham
and Landon Donovan, against the up-

and-coming "Xolos," who were the
Mexican second division champions
last year.
The game, held last Wednesday,
March 2, had Torero Stadium
filled above capacity, with 6,124 in
attendance. The fans that filled the
seats, and the hundreds more that
lined the perimeter fence, were treated
to an exciting and entertaining game
that saw both teams play their best
players for the majority of the match.

Donovan played the entire game and
Beckham wasn't taken out until the
74th minute, while Xolos star, San
Diego native and former San Diego
State student Joe Corona played the
whole game as well.
The game was scoreless until
late in the first half, when Tijuana
player Armando Pulido dribbled
past the Galaxy goalkeeper to bury
the ball in the back of the net. The
Xolos' lead only lasted two minutes

Alexandra Green/TheVista

Galaxy goalkeeper Donovan Ricketts attempts a goal kick at Torero Stadium in front of 6,124 attendees.

though, because in the 41st minute
Beckham played a corner perfectly,
finding Omar Gonzalez towering over
the Tijuana defense to head in the
equalizer.
Donovan finally broke through
in the 75th minute when he scored
from point-blank range after a horrible
defensive mistake by Tijuana. The
defender tried to head it out, but
slipped, and the ball fell at Donovan's
feet for the easy put-in.
The game was later tied on a
controversial call that saw San Diego
native and two-time United States
World Cup team member Frankie
Hejduk whistled for a foul inside the
penalty area. Tijuana captain Luis
Orozco capitalized on this mistake
and punched it in for the 2-2 tie,
which was the final score at the end
of regulation.
Penalty kicks ensued and
Donovan converted first
for the
Galaxy. Tijuana's Gilberto Rosa then
had his shot blocked, which put the
Xolos in an early hole.
But Xolos goalkeeper Adrian
Zermeno came up big to put Tijuana
right back in it, blocking shots from
Miguel Lopez and Jovan Kirovski.
The Xolos' Javier Yacuzzi then
sealed a 4-3 victory for Club Tijuana,
punching the ball in the back of the
net.
After the game, Hejduk spoke
about the high level of the Xolos
performance. "Everybody wants to
beat the Galaxy," Hejduk said. "So
you saw that tonight, you know.
Teams come out against us and play
a little bit harder than they do against
normal teams. We're the team to beat
this year in the MLS and are looking at
nothing less than the championship."
Corona
spoke
about
the
experience of playing on USD's
campus. "It's my second time playing
here at USD," he said. "It's truly a
beautiful place to play and a lot of
people came out in support. A game
of this type, I think, was a long time
coming, and thank God that the people
got a good showing."
One of the heroes for Tijuana
was goalie Adrian Zermeno, who
came up big on several occasions,

denying scoring opportunities for the
Galaxy and winning it in the penalty
kicks.
"Well, for me, it's nothing
special," Zermeno said when asked
about playing against soccer legends
Beckham and Donovan. "I take every
game the way I should, with the
same responsibility, no matter who's
playing, and for me, it's just another
game."
With the success of this event,
more games are sure to follow. Torero
Stadium 'offers an intimate setting
for soccer fans with just the right
capacity to provide an intimate game
experience. In addition, a team that
plays only a 20-minute drive south of
the border brought with it a different
passion and feel than normal USD
fans are used to.
"The cultural diversity was
awesome," said freshman Jay Muller.
"I sat next to these crazy passionate
fans, got to know them and talked
about their team and their culture. We
got a chance to interact and experience
something
different,
something
outside our little bubble."
Donovan had previously played
here with the U.S. National Team in
a game against Canada. "The crowd
was loud and really into it," Donovan
said. "We enjoyed playing here."
Donovan and the Galaxy may be
enjoying more time in the San Diego
sun, as there is a possibility that the
city could get. an MLS team. "That
would be nice," Donovan said when
asked about the addition of an MLS
franchise to San Diego. "No one
would complain if we had to go to San
Diego more."
The addition of an MLS franchise
is still an idea, but nonetheless a very
possible one. For now, the owner and
team president of Club Tijuana, Jorge
Alberto Hank, is trying to increase San
Diego's professional soccer presence.
"We are trying to build a fan
base," Hank said, "not only in Tijuana
and Baja California, but in San Diego
and all of southern California as well.
Once this fan base increases, an MLS
franchise, maybe even an extension of
the Xolos franchise in San Diego, will
become a much bigger possibility."
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HOT or NOT
r\
- Philadelphia Flyers

- Miami Heat cryers

- #tigerblood internship

- Real jobs

- Jim Parsons

-JimTressel

- March Madness

-WCCTourney sadness

- Barcelona

- Arsenal

- Simmons' NFL column

- Rick Reilly's career

- Lupe Fiasco

- Atlantic Records

- Justin Bieber's new hair

- Chris Brown's new hair

- DanielTosh

- Chris Bosh

- Spurs against Heat

- Spurs against Lakers
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- MLS to S.D.

-NFLto L.A.

- Nutella

- Skippy

- Mardi Gras

- Begging for beads
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Must Attend 1Informational Between

February 2 7-March 10
in SLP 3OS

More Info

Details oA
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STUDENTS
UNIVCASITY OF SAN DIISO
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For more Info, contact Lauryn
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